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Abstract_________________________________________ ______________________________
ABSTRACT
Deforestation is occurring at a rapid rate in the tropics due to farming, mining and logging. 
Tropical deforestation is difficult to monitor from satellite altitudes using optical and infrared 
methods with cloud cover, Spaceborne RADAR is ideal because o f its ability to penetrate all 
weather conditions.
The purpose o f this research is to investigate a cost-effective antenna design for pulsed and 
Linear Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave (LFMCW) small satellite RADAR. System 
configuration for both pulsed and LFMCW SAR methods were found to produce the same 
minimum antenna area. Three cost factors have been identified; launch, deployment and 
manufacture. These lead to the smallest antenna area with minimum atmospheric effect at X- 
band. However a higher frequency gives a smaller coverage area and the larger aspect ratio is 
desired. Among the main antenna structures, the phased array has the greatest potential to give 
the lowest overall height for a large aspect ratio.
The multimode horn element is selected for its ability to increase efficiency with increase in 
aperture size. This advantage helps in reducing the number o f elements in the array but there is 
the disadvantage of a larger horn height. Current methods for horn height reduction have 
depended on the optimization o f the modes' generation from the horn structure. The novelty of 
this research is to show that mutual coupling can be used to reduce the horn height without 
losing gain.
To demonstrate the advantage o f mutual coupling, the isolated horn's performance is compared. 
The analytical Solymar and mode matching model are used to implement the isolated horn 
strategy. Mode matching and commercial HFSS simulation results are then used to demonstrate 
that mutual coupling increases element gain in the array. This allows 0.41 height reduction for 
the 31x31 element in the infinite array at centre frequency 9.6 GHz and produces a smaller 
physical volume to the highest frequency at 10.2 GHz.
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Acronyms Definition
FAO Food and Agriculture Organization o f the United Nations
RADAR Radio Detection And Ranging
LFMCW Linear Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave
CW Continuous Wave
RAR Real Aperture RADAR
SAR Synthetic Aperture RADAR
LEO Low Earth Orbit
IR Infrared
H Horizontal
HH Horizontal-Horizontal
VV Vertical-Vertical
HV Horizontal-Vertical
EM Electromagnetic
RCS RADAR Cross Section
PRF Pulse Repetition Frequency
FCC Federal Communications Commission
RF Radio Frequency
TEC Total Electron Content
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scanSAR Scan SAR Mode
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio
WRF Wave Repetition Frequency
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1.1 Background and Motivation
The motivation o f this thesis comes from interest in monitoring deforestation and its reduction. 
Although efforts made for the past decade has reduced the global deforestation rate, it is still 
relatively high with a rate o f 13 million hectares a year [1]. Deforestation has been o f great 
concern because o f the environmental effects. With the decrease in the forest biomass, the 
following effects are observed [2];
1. The increase in carbon dioxide from deforestation causes global warming.
2. The water cycle is also affected with the decrease in the forest biomass because the 
forest would not be able to hold as much water. This could create a drier climate.
3. “Soil erosion”.
4. “Silting o f water courses, lakes and dams”.
5. Extinction o f forest species (trees, plants and animals).
6. Desertification.
Deforestation occurs when the trees and plants have been removed completely by human 
activities and disasters. Examples of such human activities include burning o f forests for the 
purpose o f clearing land or plantation such as oil palm, infrastructure construction (roads 
townships), mining and farming and illegal logging. According to the Food and Agriculture 
Organization o f  the United Nations (FAO), deforestation occurs when trees have been removed 
from an area o f 100 m x 100 m.
Deforested areas are defined by land where the cut, slash and burn process have been 
completed, i.e. completely fiat land. This activity has been identified to occur in the tropical 
region [2], which has a lot o f cloud cover and can occur on a daily basis as shown in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1; Deforestation in Kalimantan
[3]
Remote sensing has the ability to obtain information from the observed target by analyzing the 
effect of the target on the sensor. The use of remote sensing from satellite altitudes ( 100s of km) 
allow observations which transcends country borders and is effective for tropical deforestation 
on a global scale. The performance of Radio Detection and Ranging (RADAR) is independent 
of day, night and cloud and is suitable for observations in the tropical region. There are three 
types of spaceborne RADAR; imagers, altimeters and scaterometers/spectrometers. Imagers are 
used for high resolution imagery (metre resolution) of large coverage areas, altimeters are used 
to measure the height of the surface (cm resolution) and scatterometers/spectrometers are used 
to obtain a quantitative measure of the surface roughness. For the current application, metre 
resolution of large areas is sufficient and hence the spaceborne RADAR imager is selected. [4]
1.2 Proposal
Remote sensing has been recognized to be a useful tool to estimate deforestation [1, 5]. This 
thesis proposes a cost effective solution considered from the antenna aspect to monitor 
deforestation daily and hopefully slow down deforestation.
For deforestation to be satisfied, trees must be removed by man-made activity (cut, slash and 
burn) from an area more than 100 m x 100 m [6]. The proposed required resolution is 30 m x 30 
m. This is to allow at least nine pixels within the 100 m x ] 00 m area and improve detection. It 
is noted that it takes a few years to grow a tree and thus forest types do not require frequent
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monitoring. RADAR has been selected due to its ability (compared to optical and infrared) to 
detect deforestation regardless o f sun or cloud cover.
This leaves the choice o f airborne or satellite platform for observation. For the same antenna 
beamwidth, the coverage area will be larger with a higher altitude. At Low Earth Orbit (LEO) 
altitudes, the satellite velocity will be at approximately 7 km/sec [7]. This gives a faster and 
larger coverage area compared to an airborne platform.
As the entire system is too large to be investigated in the Ph.D., the cost-effective solution 
would only be investigated from the antenna aspect. However, an attempt is made to 
demonstrate how the system factors affect the choice o f the antenna design. A horn array has 
been proposed in this design for the use o f both pulsed and Linear Frequency Modulated 
Continuous Wave (LFMCW) in the thesis.
1.3 Objectives
The aim of this thesis examines a cost effective antenna design for a RADAR system to monitor 
deforestation. The cost factors o f a satellite antenna design are;
1. Launch Cost
2. Deployment Insurance
3. Manufacturing Cost
and their related requirements shown in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1: Antenna Cost Factors
Antenna Cost Factors A ntenna Requirem ent
Launch Cost Decrease Antenna Size
Deployment Insurance
Reduce deployment failure 
Eliminate Deployment (Decrease antenna size) 
Reduce the number o f degrees o f freedom for deployment
Manufacturing Cost 
Design, Fabrication and 
Measurement
Reduce the number o f degrees o f freedom for antenna 
design
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Therefore the satellite antenna design should;
1. be Small
2. have a Simple design (decrease number o f degrees o f freedom)
Although manufacturing cost has been acknowledged to be one o f the main cost factors for the 
antenna, it is difficult to do a comparison o f costs for the different antennas unless the antenna 
has been done before. Furthermore manufacturing cost varies with the manufacturing equipment 
available at that particular period o f time. There are also no known figures to do a comparison. 
The significance o f manufacturing cost will be stated briefly when a direct comparison can be 
done.
The antenna design is to be reduced in physical size as much as possible with consideration o f 
30 m resolution RADAR. However the physical size is not the only factor that is affecting the 
cost of the antenna. As the frequency increases, the increase in the electrical size will increase 
the number o f elements and therefore the transmitter/receiver numbers or the feeding network 
size.
A particular type o f antenna (i.e. multimode horn phased array) is explored due to its advantage 
of the electrically large element aperture size. This characteristic reduces the manufacturing cost 
by reducing the number o f transmitters/receivers or the size o f the feeding network. The 
disadvantage o f this particular element is its large height. This thesis investigates the possibility 
o f reducing the height o f the elements using mutual coupling.
1.4 Contributions and Noveity
The factors which influence a cost-effective antenna design for a RADAR system to monitor 
deforestation have been investigated;
• Pulsed and LFMCW Synthetic Aperture RADAR (SAR) operation. The antenna design
has considered both RADAR operations, their similarities and differences to allow
versatility in converting to a LFMCW system if there is future interest.
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• Significance o f the physical and electrical size for a SAR antenna design.
• Proposed, implemented and investigated a horn strategy in isolation (i.e. without the 
effect o f mutual coupling) using an analytical model.
• The use o f only tapered structures for a square horn.
• Feasibility study and implementation for the reduction in the horn height using mutual 
coupling.
The novelty o f the subject comes from implementing mutual coupling o f the horn elements in 
an array to reduce the height and demonstrating that mutual coupling can be an advantage. The 
minimization o f height for the horn has always been done by the optimization o f the waveguide 
modes from the horn structure. The novel contributions to knowledge are;
• Defined a methodology to study the feasibility o f using mutual coupling to reduce the 
horn height.
• Simplified the mode matching model further to observe the required modes' amplitudes 
from a 31 X 31 aperture size horn to produce the desired modes' amplitudes for high 
efficiency performance.
• Identified that this technique o f using mutual coupling for horn height reduction 
produces a smaller total element volume.
• Shown that mutual coupling can reduce the height from 6.551 to 6.151 for a horn 
element o f 31 x 31 aperture size in the infinite array environment and the total element 
volume is reduced for the required 30 MHz bandwidth at centre frequency 9.6 GHz and 
up to the highest frequency at 10.2 GHz.
This concept introduced and applied in the thesis is extendable to other frequencies because all 
horn parameters are represented in 1.
1.5 Structure o f the Thesis
The thesis is represented by six chapters and addresses the cost-effective antenna design 
selection for small satellite RADAR.
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Chapter Two introduces the concept o f SAR as a remote sensing application and the 
requirements that lead to the choice o f X-band (9.6 GHz) antenna design for space-based 
pulsed/LFMCW SAR. This gives the background to explain the antenna design selection in the 
next chapter.
Chapter Three gives an overview o f the current and available antenna designs with respect to 
the required antenna parameters and the significance of the physical and electrical SAR antenna 
size. It shows why the horn phased array was selected. The reduction o f the height o f the horn 
phased array is chosen as the objective o f the antenna design. Mutual coupling is identified to be 
the factor for investigation in the height reduction.
Chapter Four derives a horn strategy in detail with knowledge o f an analytical model. This is 
because mutual coupling cannot be investigated and implemented without knowledge o f the 
modes generated by the taper structure.
Chapter Five selects the array configuration and focuses on one question; how mutual coupling 
can be used to reduce the height o f the horn element in the array. It is noted that this horn 
structure uses only the tapered structure. It is then demonstrated that mutual coupling can reduce 
the horn height and electrical volume. The operating bandwidth o f this technique is also 
examined.
Chapter S ix  presents a final discussion and concludes the thesis. Potential future work on the 
antenna design will also be presented.
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This chapter introduces the concept o f Synthetic Aperture RADAR (SAR) to be used for remote 
sensing at Low Earth Orbit (LEO) altitudes and explains why X-band (9.6 GHz) is selected to 
achieve accurate deforestation detection with 30 m x 30 m resolution. The aim of this chapter is 
to obtain the antenna design parameters in the context o f monitoring tropical deforestation.
The different methods o f remote sensing are discussed briefly to justify the use o f SAR which is 
followed by investigation on the SAR operation to show how it affects the antenna. The 
parameters o f the SAR system are determined with respect to the tropical deforestation 
monitoring application. This takes into consideration on how radio signals interact with the 
tropical forest and propagate through the atmosphere. The similarities and differences between 
the pulsed and Linear Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave (LFMCW) systems are then 
discussed to demonstrate how they influence the design and selection o f the antenna parameters.
2.1 Remote Sensor Selection
Remote sensing is defined as the ability to obtain information data about an entity without 
having physical contact with it [8]. There are three general bands which are used for remote 
sensing of forests; visible, infrared (IR) and radio as shown in Figure 2.1. The visible band is 
used by optical devices and cannot function without the presence o f light. Radio is used by 
Radio Detection and Ranging (RADAR) and works by transmitting a radio signal and analyzing 
the backscattered received signal. Hence it is independent o f day, night and cloud. The IR band 
(0.7 pm-1.0 mm) has two categories as it transits from visible to radio; reflected IR (0.7 pm-3.0 
pm) and emitted (thermal) IR (7 pm-1 mm). Reflected IR behaves like the visible spectrum and 
can be used in the same principles as the visible spectrum whereas emitted IR is given off as 
heat. However the presence o f cloud still prevents the detection o f emitted IR at satellite 
altitudes. Therefore RADAR is selected. [9]
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Figure 2.1: Regions o f the Electromagnetic Spectrum used by Remote Sensing
[9]
Data acquisition type depends on the application and the information required for the remote 
sensing system. To monitor the surface cover and structure o f an area, spatial information is 
used. Spectral information is used to identify the composition o f the target and often used for 
atmospheric studies. Intensity information measures the variation o f the remote sensing data to 
deduce information about an area. For the current deforestation application for daily monitoring, 
spatial information is desired. [8]
There are in general two types of RADAR: Real Aperture RADAR (RAR) and Synthetic 
Aperture RADAR (SAR). RAR’s resolution is determined by the signals physically arriving at 
the aperture without any processing (scatterometer, altimeter). Any two points can be 
differentiated only if  they are not in the same aperture beam at the same time. Whereas for SAR, 
as defined by the term ‘synthetic’, the points are differentiated by processing the signals in 
terms o f Doppler frequency arriving from the two different points at the aperture [10]. [4, 11]
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Hence for the same resolution and frequency, suppose if  all other factors are neglected, SAR 
produces the smaller aperture size. This will be explained in the following section. The antenna 
has been identified to be the largest sub-system in the entire satellite and a smaller sized antenna 
is desirable because it would give a lower launch and deployment insurance cost. The remote 
sensing method selection process is shown in Figure 2.2.
Optical or 
Infrared or 
RADAR
Day/Night/Cloud
Capability
Synthetic Aperture 
RADAR 
or
Real Aperture 
RADAR
Small Aperture 
Size
RADAR
Remote Sensing
Synthetic Aperture RADAR
Figure 2.2: Remote Sensing M ethod Selection Process
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Table 2.1; Known Civilian SAR Satellites in History [12,13]
SAR Satellite Freq/GHz
RF Peak 
Power 
/W
Altitude
/km Antenna Type
Antenna
Size
/mxm
Pol
Seasat 
1978 
f l4 ,151
1.275 1000 800 Microstrip phased array 10.74x2.16 H
SIR-A 
1981 
[16,17]
1.275 1000 259 Microstrip phased array 9.4x2.16 H
SIR-B 
1984 
[18,191
1.275 1120
350
272
225
Microstrip 
phased array 10.7x2.16 H
KOSMOS-1870
1987
[20]
3 - - Waveguide slot phased array 30x3 H
ERS-1
1991
[21,221
5.29 2600 782-785 Waveguide slot phased array
10x1 V
ALMAZ-T
1991
[201
3 5000 270 Waveguide slot phased array 30x3 H
JERS-1
1992
[23,241
1.275 1100-1500 570
Microstrip 
phased array 11.9x2.2 H
SIR-C 
X SAR 
1994 
[251
1.25
5.3
9.6
- 225
Microstrip 
/waveguide slot 
phased array
12x3.7
/12X0.4 HV
ERS-2
1995
[261
5.29 4800 782-785 Waveguide slot phased array
10x1 V
RADARSAT-1 
1995 
[27, 281
5.3 5000 793-821 Waveguide slot phased array 15x1.5 H
ENVISAT
2002
[29,301
5.331 1400 796 Microstrip phased array 10x1.3
H
V
ALOS
2005
[31,321
1.27 2000 691 Phased array 8.9x3.1 HV
COSMO-
SkyMed
2007
[33,341
9.6 - 620 Microstrip phased array
5.7x1.4 H
V
TerraSAR-X 
2007 
[35,361
9.65 2260 514 Waveguide slot phased array 5x0.8
H
V
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RADARSAT-2
2007
[27,371
5.405 2280 798 Waveguide slot phased array 15x1.5
H
V
TECSAR  
2008 
[38,391
X-
band - 450-580 Reflector 3x3 V
SAR-Lupe
2008
[401
9.65 - 500 Reflector 3.3x2.7 -
RISAT 2 
2009 
[41]
X-
band - 550 Reflector
3x3
(same 
instrument as 
TecSAR)
H
V
KOM PSAT-5 
2011 
[42, 431
9.66 2 550 Phased array 4.48x0.7 HV
RISAT 1 
2012 
[441
5.35 2880 609 Microstrip phased array 6x2
H
V
SEOSAR
2012
(future)
[451
9.65 2260 514 Microstrip phased array 4.8X0.8
H
V
ALOS-2
2013
(future)
[46]
1.2 3300/5100 628 Phased array 9.9X2.2
H
V
Sentinel-1
2013
(future)
[471
5.405 4368 693 Waveguide slot phased array 12.3x0.82
H
V
RCM  Series 
2015 
(future) 
[481
5.405 1600 592 Phased array 9.15x1.03
/6.88X1.375
H
V
Note: Freq: Frequency, Pol: Polarization
It is observed from Table 2.1 that for space-based SAR antennas, the two main general antenna 
types are the reflector and the phased array. It is also noted that the phased array is used with the 
large aspect ratio characteristic. Under the phased array, the two antenna element types are the 
microstrip and the waveguide slot. [49]
However for any mission design, there is no definite antenna choice and would be dependent on 
what was available at that point in time. In this thesis, the antenna type with respect to a cost-
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effective design for a pulsed/LFMCW SAR system is investigated and selected based on the 
knowledge available, defined scope and assumptions made.
2.2 SAR Operation Principles and its Relation to the Antenna
This section explains why SAR is selected over RAR. SAR attains a higher return strength by 
imaging a particular point on the ground many times in a single pass. The returned signals are 
collected, points differentiated in terms o f the Doppler frequency and then combined after phase 
correction to obtain a stronger signal o f each individual point on the ground. Therefore, the 
principle o f SAR works with the assumption o f a flat ground in order to process each individual 
point on the ground. Although it is not possible to have a flat earth relative to the satellite 
movement, it is not the objective of the thesis to investigate this point as the focus is on the 
antenna design. [10]
To understand how each point is differentiated in terms o f Doppler frequency, consider a 
particular point on the ground shown in Figure 2.3. The RADAR platform orbits at an altitude 
o f R and starts from point Xao and moves to x„ in time t.
R+ÔR
Target Point
Figure 2.3: SAR Processing (Assumes — is small<0.0873 rad)
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The two way phase delay as the aperture moves through the target point is given by [10, 11];
A«( = - 2 |^ | a A  (2.1)
where A is the operating wavelength o f the payload.
R + ôR = ^R ^  + { v tf  (2.2)
As;
H « i ?  (2.3)
this gives;
(2.4)
2R
Instantaneous Doppler frequency is the rate o f change o f the position o f the satellite in time 
given by [10, 11];
The X coordinate in time is;
^  + «^0 (2.6) 2v
Hence at a different x position, there is a different Doppler frequency and discrimination o f the 
positions is possible only through match filtering o f the Doppler frequencies.
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^SAR-\ —  \¥d (2.7)
The negative sign is removed in Equation (2.6) because represents the SAR along-track 
resolution and not the position o f the imaged point. Measurement resolution in the Doppler 
frequency domain is given by [10, 11];
^ fd ~ — (2.8)
where T is the total time the target is in the along-track RADAR beamwidth determined by [50];
(2.9)
^ a S A R
where is the along-track antenna constant which gives a quantitative measure o f the 
efficiency and radiation pattern o f the antenna and L^^ar SAR along-track antenna
electrical length.
Phase correction is then applied to all the echoes collected at each position and added coherently 
to obtain the energy return from the single point from the ground. This is due to the changing 
Doppler frequency (represented by the changing phase) as the target point moves through the 
beam. Therefore this gives a total time of [10];
which in turn gives;
(2.11)
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SAR resolution would then be given by;
3 / .= 2v
vL„
XRk 2A:,
(2 .12)
The SAR along-track resolution is independent o f distance from the aperture to the point on the 
ground and is dependent on the aperture length. This is in contrast to RAR where the resolution 
is dependent on the operating frequency, altitude and physical size o f the antenna. RAR 
resolution is given by;
(2.13)
The RAR along-track antenna length would hence be given by;
K>R
^ X n A T f
(2.14)
whereas the SAR along-track antenna length is given by;
^ a S A R  ^ ^ S A R ^ a (2.15)
Therefore for the same resolution;
^ o R A R  _  
^ a S A R  2
(2.16)
As R is on the magnitude of 100s km and 2 is on the order o f a hundredth o f a metre, the 
requirement o f 30 m resolution produces a much longer along-track antenna length requirement 
for RAR (order of 1000s m) as compared to SAR. Hence for the high altitudes o f operation for 
Earth observation, SAR is selected.
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2.3 Desired Resolution
The required resolution is the minimum estimated deforested area size. The Food and 
Agriculture Organization o f  the United Nations (FAO) defines that deforestation has occurred 
when the minimum area is greater than one hectare (100 m x 100 m) and a removal o f tree 
cover larger than 10 % [6], Therefore, the smallest resolution required is 100 m x 100 m. For 
better image collection from the ground and to compete with the current L-band 30 m x 30 m 
resolution satellite SAR systems to observe deforestation, the resolution designed for the SAR 
payload must be at least 30 m x 30 m. The selection o f 30 m x 30 m resolution will give nine 
pixels within the required 100 m x 100 m deforestation resolution and aid in the accurate 
detection o f deforested areas.
2.4 Tropical Forest Definition
The deforestation area o f interest for this SAR payload is the tropics area (latitudes from 10°N 
to 10°S) [51] because o f the extensive cloud cover.
There are two types o f forests in the tropical areas; tropical lowland evergreen forest and semi­
evergreen rainforest. These forests are further separated into three classes, primary forest, 
logged over forest and secondary forest. The primary forest (virgin forest) has the following 
characteristics;
1. Dense forest o f trees.
2. Tall and big diameter trees.
3. Large number o f different species.
4. Several layers o f canopy, trunks and lower vegetation.
Logged over forest have the following characteristics;
1. Similar to primary forest (after cutting 20 to 30 years ago).
2. Less dense than primary.
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3. Two to three canopy layers.
4. No high and big trees.
5. Large number o f pioneer and fast growing species.
Tropical forests have the following common characteristics;
1. High density o f continuous evergreen crown canopy o f leaves in the horizontal direction 
all year round [51].
2. There will be protruding trees above the continuous layer of the canopy but it will not 
be more than the designed resolution o f 30 m x 30 m (depends on the number o f looks 
for along-track, across-track might have false alarms).
3. The trunk layer is defined to be vertical, homogeneous, dielectric cylinders with smooth 
outer surfaces.
4. The temperatures in the tropics are assumed to be constant around 24 °C [51] and have 
variations o f at most 6 °C.
5. The ground surface (without trees) is assumed to be a specular interface.
6. The parameters affecting the RADAR Cross Section (RCS) o f the forest in the tropics 
area are the dry and wet seasons as well as the time o f data sensing (presence o f dew in 
the morning). This is because of the additional moisture that changes the dielectric 
constants o f the forest elements.
In this thesis, the forest o f interest will be the primary forest. The assumption taken is loggers 
will only cut down trees which have similar characteristics to the primary forest. There will also 
be no additional architecture around because the monitored area will just be primary forest.
To illustrate the characteristics of the tropical forests, the following forest is described below. 
However it is noted that these characteristics will differ with area and cannot be applied to all 
the tropical forests in general. A particular case study on Balikpapan in East Kalimantan (30°S 
to 40°S, 116°E to 117°E) [52] is used in this thesis to define the tropical forest;
1. 90 km X 70 km.
2. Large variation o f topographic conditions.
a. Gentle undulating plain to rugged hills in eastern part.
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b. Mountainous areas in western.
3. 0 m to 1300 m above sea level.
4. 75 % covered by forest.
5. Annual rainfall o f2000 mm to 2500 mm, June to October has lesser rainfall in the year.
6. Mean monthly rainfall greater than 100 mm.
7. Average air humidity 85 %.
8. Mean monthly temperature 27 °C.
a. Highest day-time temperature 35 °C.
b. Lowest night-time temperature 19 °C.
2.5 Forest Scattering Processes
Interaction o f RADAR with forests is characterized by the penetration depth equation [10];
(2.17)
s
where -£ '+ j s "is the dielectric constant and —^ <0.1 . This gives;
^ 1 0 ^
.VF.
(2.18)
It is noted that there is a trend that higher frequencies and larger biomass levels (where the 
dielectric constant is larger) give lower penetration depths. There are three types o f scattering: 
single bounce (canopy top/soil), volume scattering and two bounce (ground to trunk to 
RADAR). As frequency changes, the scattering mechanism changes, since the Electromagnetic 
(EM) wave canopy penetration is frequency dependent. C-band would give surface scattering at 
top o f canopy (single bounce), L-band would give volume scattering and P-band would 
penetrate the canopy giving two-bounce scatter. It is expected to have surface scattering at X- 
band. [10]
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2.6 Monitoring Technique
Monitoring o f forests with only L-band uses the multi-temporal and coherence method. 
However, these methods are currently still under investigation for their efficiencies and ability 
to monitor the different stages o f deforestation clearly. This is due to the lack o f a higher 
frequency for comparison with surface scattering (e.g. C-band) [10]. These two methods have 
shown that deforestation can only be observed when the entire deforestation process is 
completed (slash, burning and terrain cleaning). Both techniques require repeat flight 
observations and cannot be done in a single pass.
The multi-temporal method extracts information through multi-sensing periodic repeat looks at 
the same ground area using only Horizontal-Horizontal (HH) and Horizontal-Vertical (HV) 
polarizations. It is observed that deforestation monitoring can only be achieved when the 
deforested area is cleared. There must also be an initial SAR image before deforestation occurs 
[53]. [54]
L-band coherence measures how coherent the data is by comparing images taken from the same 
site at different times (i.e. repeat flight observations). Dual polarization is used to compare the 
co-polarizations o f the returned signals (i.e. HH and Vertical-Vertical (W )) . Therefore if  there 
is a sudden change in the forest structure, the coherent value will change. The coherence value 
decreases with different weather conditions, increasing time delay and temporal changes in the 
imaging area. Reference [55] tried to determine if  coherence can be used to map different stages 
o f deforestation based on the observation from Reference [56] that there is a difference in the 
coherence value for a different forest density. However the dynamic range o f these coherence 
values is not easily distinguishable between the different stages o f deforestation. There is only 
an increase in 0.1 when compared between small stumps and branches with the forest area. [56]
Hence with respect to forestry, L-band is observed to be only accurate in the mapping o f forest 
types at this point in time with the current SAR imaging techniques up to a forest biomass o f 60 
ton/ha [57]. There is no need to monitor forest types frequently since it takes several years to 
grow a tree unless the tree’s growth would need to be monitored. C-band (RADARSat) uses 
surface scattering has been used to monitor logging in Indonesia [58].
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A small satellite platform would have a power limitation and restricts it to only one frequency 
and one polarization. Therefore because o f the need for more power and the objective o f this 
SAR payload is only to detect deforested areas, the multi-temporal method will be considered 
and only one polarization is required for operation.
The proposed method to monitor deforestation is a multi-temporal observation to monitor what 
has been cut down from the earlier time retrieved image data. The methodology employed here 
is a comparison o f amplitude variations in time. It is based on the concept that the strength o f 
the RADAR return is related to the distance from the sensor to the target [59].
The challenge for monitoring deforestation is the lack o f topography and moisture information. 
This is an issue for a power limited small satellite platform and does not have enough power to 
consider two frequencies and/or polarimetric SAR.
Calibration must be carried out on the forest with the topographic, moisture and time and for 
every repeat ground track the returned signals are compared to the initial data retrieval. 
Calibration would need to be taken for both the dry and wet seasons including the time o f the 
day to account for the presence o f moisture, humidity and dew (in the morning). It takes into 
account the ancillary effects (e.g. types o f trees, topography effects, etc.). For the current 
methodology, there would not be a need for calibration because this method o f deforestation 
detection is based on a comparison o f returned RADAR amplitude variation data in time. This 
assumes that the moisture is consistent throughout the imaged area at that point in time.
However, if  the users desire to have more knowledge about the forest, then SAR imaging would 
require calibration and stereo SAR. Therefore the following issues remain;
1. How do we know that the SAR sensor is passing over the same spot at the repeat
ground track for observation of deforestation? (Even if  there is a comparison frequency
to obtain more data about the ground, another repeat identical ground track would still 
be required to compare the data.)
a. Need precise orbit and attitude information.
2. How do we know that the conditions for the compared images are the same (must be 
considered during the processing)?
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a. Repeat Ground Track at the same time o f the day.
b. Weather conditions must also be considered during the processing.
i. Dry and Wet Seasons (moisture).
ii. Windspeed.
These issues are stated for future work should others wish to add on to the research. It is not the 
objective o f the thesis to investigate these areas fully.
2.7 Frequency and Polarization
C-band and L-band are commonly used to map forestry. C-band is seldom used to categorize 
forestry because C-band has a lower limit on the mapping of the forest biomass compared to L- 
band. It is difficult to differentiate low vegetation canopies from the full forest canopy in terms 
of the polarization signature for C-band. This is because o f the lower penetration depth with 
higher frequency. The high biomass (dielectric constant) o f forests decreases the penetration 
depth further. L-band is able to differentiate this but there is the problem of “topographic 
distortion” corrections. This distortion can be corrected with knowledge o f the topography or 
self-corrected with repeated flight observations. The independence o f volume scattering with 
respect to the incidence angle and viewing direction gives lesser processing complexity for Scan 
SAR (scanSAR) for the RCS at L-band. However the variation in the distance from the sensor to 
the forest canopy must be taken into account in the processing. [60]
The higher biomass levels for the tropical forests makes obtaining the forest biomass levels 
difficult at short wavelengths (C and X) due to the saturation o f the RADAR backscatter with 
respect to the forest biomass [58]. L-band (I~2 GHz) is generally chosen because o f its 
sensitivity to vegetation [10]. This is to monitor which tree species have been deforested and for 
forest classification according to the comparison of the amplitude returns o f the co and cross 
polarizations. This is only applicable to L-band where the forest biomass can be measured up to 
a saturation limit of 60 tons/ha. The biomass o f primary forests can reach up to 200 tons/ha and 
hence it is noted that P-band is best suited to observe the tropical primary forest biomass. [57]
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The motivation of this project is to monitor the deforested areas. Higher frequencies will be 
considered (surface scattering) at C and X to observe the height variations and surface 
comparison. Because of the use of surface scattering to obtain the surface height variation, there 
is no need to use dual polarization and therefore LFMCW can be used. It has been noticed that 
at X-band, the leaf composition is more easily distinguished due to the lower transmissivity 
[61]. C-band penetrates to the top branches within the canopy with a longer wavelength than X. 
Since interest is in the tropical forests (evergreen), frequencies at C-band and higher is sufficient 
for high-density evergreen tropical forests.
It is found that when RADARSAT (C-band HH) is used to monitor logging and skidding roads 
in Sumatra and Kalimantan, the RADAR images obtained are not accurate for such a purpose. 
X-band HH polarization (STAR-1) has been tried and tested in Indonesia for 6 m x 6 m 
resolution with 23 km swath and it is found that the SAR data is able to determine the 
topographic contours. Compared with the optical imagery, the RADAR images had 80 % 
accuracy in determining the forest type but 40 % accuracy in the timber volume. Figure 2.4 
shows the forest SAR image that is obtained with TerraSAR-X operating at X-band and the 
forest area can be differentiated clearly. [58]
Figure 2.4; Terra SA R-X Forest SAR Image 
1621
A smaller satellite has smaller size and power limitations. With that in mind, the highest 
frequency at X-band {Horizontal (H) polarization) is selected. The effects of the atmosphere are
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also negligible at X-band. It has been stated that HH is sufficient for forest monitoring [63]. A 
higher frequency will also give a smaller antenna due to the shorter wavelength. The appropriate 
frequency must be within the allowable frequency o f the Federal Communications Commission 
(FCC) [64]. Centre frequency 9.6 GHz is chosen because it is a frequency that has been used 
before and is better for calibration.
In the following sections, the additional advantages o f selecting X-band are shown.
2.S Propagation through the atmosphere (1 GHz'^IO GHz)
In order to determine the specifications o f the SAR payload, it is crucial to understand how 
Radio Frequency (RP) behaves from space to earth and back.
Generally the frequency range o f 1 GHz to 10 GHz is selected for SAR operation in space 
because the propagation speed can be approximated by the speed o f light. Above 10 GHz the 
signal is attenuated by molecular absorption and below 1 GHz the ionosphere is dispersive and 
there is rotation o f the polarized wave, signal amplitude attenuation and reduced propagation 
velocity. [10]
In the frequency range 1 GHz to 3 GHz, the propagation o f radio frequency signals follows 
almost to Line-of-Sight (LOS) behaviour. However there would still be effects o f the 
environment on radio frequency that include tropospheric scattering in the transhorizon path, 
refraction effects with ducting as well as scintillation caused by the presence o f the ionosphere. 
Due to these ionospheric effects, distortion to the SAR image is expected in the following areas; 
Faraday rotation, pulse dispersion (time delay) and resolution (time delay and refraction which 
causes a longer RF path and must be phase compensated). Electron density in the ionosphere 
also varies with the change o f the RF path and the area of the earth [65]. From 3 GHz to 10 
GHz, the ionosphere’s influence decreases. Higher frequencies are better applied for SAR in 
order to reduce the effects o f the ionosphere. The RF behaviour from 1 GHz to 10 GHz is 
quantitatively shown in Table 2.2. [66, 67]
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It is the electron content in the ionosphere that affects the properties o f the RADAR return back 
to the sensor. The electron content tends to be higher near the equator because it receives more 
solar radiation and would therefore affect the RF propagation (for monitoring deforestation) 
more significantly than at the poles as illustrated in Figure 2.5. Hence it is noted that for lower 
frequencies affected by the ionosphere, repeat ground track at the same time o f the day must be 
used to ensure RF propagation through the same amount o f TEC in the ionosphere. The global 
ionospheric TEC map can be used to estimate the effects o f the ionosphere and apply 
corrections (Faraday rotation, phase corrections) to the SAR image processing [67]. The 
atmospheric effects on Faraday rotation and group delay will be explained in the next sub­
sections.
Table 2.2: Estimated Ionospheric Effects for Elevation Angles o f about 30° One W ay
Effect Frequencydependence
Frequency
IG H z 3 GHz 10 GHz
Faraday rotation ] / / ' 108° 12° 1.1°
Propagation delay \ ! f 0.25 ps 0.028 ps 0.0025 ps
Refraction 1 / / ' <0.6’ <4.2” <&3&"
Variation in the 
direction o f arrival 
(r.m.s.)
1 / / ' 12” 1.32” 0.12”
Absorption 
(auroral and/or 
polar cap)
0.05 dB 6 x 10"MB 5x10"" dB
Absorption (mid­
latitude) 1 / / '
<0.01 dB <0.001 dB <0.0001 dB
Dispersion 0.0004 ps/Hz 0.000015 ps/Hz 0.0000004 ps/Hz
Scintillation^^^ 
(early night time 
hours at equinox)
>20 dB peak to 
peak
~10 dB peak to 
peak
~4 dB peak to 
peak
Note: Based on Total Electron Content (TEC) o f  10^^ electrons/m^, which is a 
encountered at low latitudes in daytime with high solar activity 
(1) Values observed near the geomagnetic equator during the early night 
time) at equinox under conditions o f  high sunspot number
high value o f  TEC 
time hours (local
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Figure 2.5: Total Electron Content Earth Map 
|69]
Since X-band is used in this thesis, the effect of the atmosphere is negligible and can be ignored. 
This gives simpler signal processing.
2.8.1 Faraday rotation
Faraday rotation is the rotation of the polarization of the wave due to the ionosphere. It is 
affected by the Earth’s magnetic field and the amount of ionized electrons in the ionosphere. 
The amount of Faraday’s rotation is given by;
Q = 2.36x10-'" r (2.19)
where B a v  is the Earth’s magnetic fie ld ,/is  the RF frequency and N r  is the TEC. N r  varies along 
the slant path which means incidence angle affects the rotation as well and must be taken into
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account for scanSAR. Due to this Faraday rotation, the return RCS for the satellite is different 
from airborne [70]. [65]
For prediction o f the Faraday’s rotation, past statistical observation of the Earth’s magnetic field 
and electron density o f the ionosphere can be used. It exhibits an expected seasonal behaviour 
that deviates greatly occasionally due to “geomagnetic storms” and “large-scale travelling 
ionospheric disturbances”. These deviances cannot be forecast but it occurs only for a short 
percentage o f the time. [65]
Ionospheric models from Reference [67] or comparison o f the co- and cross polarizations is 
applied to the signal processing (only affected for lower frequencies) in order to remove the 
effects o f Faraday rotation. Circular polarization can be used but this would reduce the Signal to 
Noise Ratio (SNR) by 6 dB which requires four times o f the power output operating with linear 
polarization or twice the antenna size. From Table 2.2, Faraday’s rotation effect is negligible at 
X-band and can be ignored.
2.8.2 Group delay
Ionized electrons in the ionosphere also slow down the propagation o f the RF wave which is 
known as the group delay. The group delay is given by [65];
= 1 -3 4 5 ^ x 1 0 -"  (2.20)
The group delay is dependent on frequency. This causes different frequencies to arrive at the 
sensor at different times. Due to this time delay, it is expected to affect the SAR data and must 
be taken into account in the SAR processing. It is therefore noted that the Pulse Repetition 
Frequency (PRF) and Wave Repetition Frequency (WRF) equations must also account for this 
additional delay in time to ensure all the return signals from the same across-track swath arrive 
within the predicted time slot. The shift in the phase centre due to this time delay in the return 
signals will introduce an additional Doppler frequency shift.
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From Table 2.2, the worst-case time delay at X-band for one-way traversal at 30° has been 
given to be 0.0025 ps and can be taken to be negligible. The required bandwidth o f 30 MHz 
(explained in section 2.10.9) at X-band (0.32 %) is also expected to have negligible time delay 
difference.
2.9 Incidence Angie/Look Angie
Images obtained at small look angles (less than 30°) are sensitive to variations in surface slope 
but geometric distortions due to layover and foreshortening in large variations in surface height 
terrain (e.g. mountainous area) can be severe. Although large incident angles have reduced 
geometric distortion and are more sensitive to variations in surface roughness, there is an 
increase in RADAR shadows. 20° is used to provide greater sensitivity to the changes in the 
surface topography [71]. [53]
Hence the incident angle is taken at 30° because the methodology o f deforestation is based on 
the variation in the surface topography and a larger incident angle would give a larger coverage 
area.
2.10 Comparison between Puised and LFMCW
This section shows some of the differences briefly between pulsed and LFMCW. At the 
beginning o f the research, LFMCW was also under consideration and is therefore integral to the 
antenna design. It is the author’s intention for the reader to understand the similarities and 
differences between pulsed and LFMCW which leads to the antenna design.
2.10.1 Polarization
It is noted that unlike pulsed RADAR, the use o f LFMCW does not allow dual-polarization 
unless both polarizations are operating at different frequencies. This is suitable for X-band 
which does not require the use o f two orthogonal polarizations operating at the same frequency
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for corrections due to the RP transmission through the atmosphere. For the lower frequencies 
which are affected by the atmosphere, the use of circular polarization is vital for LFMCW which 
would reduce the SNR by 6 dB with two way path transmission for RADAR operation.
2 .10.2 SAR Illumination Mode
StripMapMode
ScanSAR Mode
Spotlight Mode
Figure 2.6 : Illustration of ScanSAR, StripMap and SpotLight SAR Modes
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There are three general modes o f SAR illumination: stripmap, spotlight and scan as shown in 
Figure 2.6. For stripmap, the antenna beam is fixed along-track (i.e. parallel to satellite's 
velocity). In spotlight mode, the antenna beam is steered in the azimuth direction to illuminate a 
specific target area continuously to obtain a higher azimuth resolution. The scan mode steers the 
antenna beam in the across-track direction to obtain more area coverage with compromised 
azimuth resolution with the decrease in illumination time. Although scan mode gives a larger 
swath width, the along-track resolution is compromised. Hence it is often used when very large 
areas need to be monitored regularly [73].
The choice of stripmap or spotlight depends on the application of the RADAR. If the RADAR 
application is to collect finer resolution images from a localized location, spotlight mode would 
be the better choice. However when resolution can be compromised and the illuminated target 
area is large, the stripmap mode is more efficient. [74]
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For spacebome SAR, illumination area is usually much larger and to limit it to a localized area 
through spotlight mode would destroy the primary advantage o f using satellite SAR, The 
essence o f monitoring indicates a need for immediate action and therefore a larger swath width 
is preferred. It is not clear on how scanSAR and spotlight SAR for LFMCW will function as 
there is no available literature. Hence stripmap is used in this application for this thesis.
Since the stripmap application is used, it is important to maximize the use o f the aperture as 
much as possible (i.e. across-track swath width must be large). This requires a large aspect ratio 
which leads on to a phased array antenna design.
2.10.3 RADAR Cross Section
RADAR Cross Section (RCS) is defined as “4tc times the ratio o f the power per unit solid angle 
scattered in a specified direction to the power per unit area in a plane wave incident on the 
scatterer from a specified direction”. Received power density is given by [75];
P. = l i Z .
AttR'^
(2 .21)
where R, is the power density o f a plane wave on the target. RCS {a) is a measure o f the 
“reflective strength o f a RADAR target and is given by [75];
<j = AtiR' (2.22)
The SNR of a RAR system is represented by [10];
SNR =
op y
(2.23)
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where /  is the transmitted peak power, G  is the antenna gain, is the noise figure o f the
receiver, is the temperature o f the receiver (taken at 290 K) and is the receiver 
bandwidth. Assumptions o f this equation are;
1. No path loss attenuation due to molecular absorption for frequencies below 10 GHz.
2. No loss between the transmitter and the antenna and from the antenna to the receiver.
3. Noise power is assumed to be constant.
Remote sensing RADAR distinguishes targets through the difference in the reflective strength 
assuming the other parameters in the SNR equation are the same. Hence calibration o f the 
parameters o f SNR in the RADAR system is vital for RADAR to discriminate the different 
levels o f the RCS for the different types o f targets.
To understand the varying RCS characteristic qualitatively, the interaction o f RADAR with the 
surface properties is explained through the facet model. The Earth’s surface can be represented 
by a number o f facets (i.e. small flat segments) as shown in Figure 2.7. In general, any facet on 
Earth cannot be completely smooth and therefore there is an element o f surface roughness for 
each facet. [75]
Facet
Figure 2.7: Facet Model
If  the facets are relatively large with respect to the wavelength, “most o f the RADAR return 
occurs at a normal incidence” while for small facets, it is independent o f orientation [75]. Hence 
it is noted that for X-band compared to L, there is a higher RCS dependency on the look angle. 
In this thesis, stripmap operation is used which does not have any variation in the look angle so 
this issue can be ignored.
However, the RADAR return is not as simple as being characterized by a single RCS value as 
represented by the SNR equation. The RADAR return is due to the vector addition o f all the
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RADAR returns from each individual facet. As the sensor to each point changes with distance, 
the phase o f the combined RADAR returns changes. Due to this phase change, the amplitude of 
the RADAR return changes (i.e. RCS). The instantaneous signal dynamic return can fluctuate as 
much as 40dB [10]. [75]
Hence the RCS is expected to be different with LFMCW due to a longer signal transmission 
time than pulsed. Assuming a matched filter operation to obtain the total signal strength return 
and no Doppler influences, the varying amplitude (due to the varying RCS as the antenna spot 
moves across) with linear frequency variation per signal return will be integrated as the total 
energy return of the signal. The varying RCS across the target area during the reception o f the 
signal will be seen as the average RCS in the signal processing. This issue would not be 
addressed because it is not the focus o f the thesis.
2.10.4 Across-Track Geometry and System Bandwidth
p
Figure 2.8 : Side-looking Characteristic o f RADAR System
In order to differentiate the position o f the imaging area from right to left, the antennas have to 
point towards one side perpendicular to the direction o f motion o f the satellite shown in Figure
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2.8. In the across-track plane, the principle o f operation follows the RAR system. The 
assumption o f a flat earth is taken. [4]
R j - R ^ =  />sinO (2.24)
L. T * 1f  ^ 1J^ c o s a j ^COS0; (2.25)
k X h
cos a  Z. cos a (2.26)
where is the across-track antenna width. From the case study of the Kalimantan forest, the 
desired swath is 90 km to cover the forest. For upper frequency 9.7 GHz, antenna constant 1, 
altitude o f 680 km and lower look angle o f 20° (worst case consideration);
k X h
L,  cos a
> 90000 (2.27)
which gives;
L. < k Xh
90000 cos a
= 0.265 (2.28)
This low across-track antenna width would need an aspect ratio o f at least 20 and would lead to 
a phased array design (which would be explained later).
The across-track resolution in pulsed systems is restricted by the transmitted pulse time 
duration. This is because the RADAR must be able to differentiate the returning pulses in time. 
This across-track resolution is given by [76];
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2
where is the transmitted pulse width. As the antenna beam is focusing on the ground at an 
angle o f  a , therefore the across-track resolution is now given by [4];
Ck: (2.30)
2 sm a
It is noted that as the look angle increases, the required operating bandwidth decreases for 
constant across-track resolution. Largest bandwidth required is considered with a smaller look 
angle at 20°.
Good resolution comes from very short pulse durations, which cannot be detected if  the 
amplitude is too small. Energy from a pulse can be increased through linear frequency 
modulation or “chirp”. Pulse compression allows the pulsed RADAR to have longer pulse 
durations, i.e. lower peak power with the same average power. Therefore, the final compressed 
pulse width is proportional to the signal bandwidth and across-track resolution will be measured 
by the signal bandwidth. A wider bandwidth gives a higher across-track resolution. Hence the 
across-track resolution is now determined by [4];
where B is the bandwidth.
The commonly used chirp in SAR is linear frequency modulation to give better discrimination 
for the Doppler frequencies. For the pulsed system, there is a limit on the pulse time due to the 
need to turn off the high peak power o f the transmitter to allow the reception o f signals at the 
receiver. LFMCW with its ‘continuous’ property allows the simultaneous transmission and 
reception o f signals. As explained in Section 2.10.6 for the power analysis, suppose if  all other 
factors are the same, the difference between the pulsed and LFMCW is the pulse transmission 
time and the transmission power level. Bandwidth required is the same. Bandwidth sweep with
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across-track resolution of 30 m is given by for both pulsed and LFMCW for look angle o f 30  ^
as;
B = — ^ , ----- = 10 MHz (2.32)
2 d x ,sm a
and for look angle o f 20°;
B  = —  = 14.62 MHz (2.33)
Id x ^sm a
2.10.5 Signal Repetition Frequency Selection
The minimum PRF is obtained by ensuring that there is a pulse at every azimuth resolution 
(sampling). Azimuth resolution is related by [10];
(2.34)
where is the 'synthetic pulse width' for each azimuth resolution. Doppler bandwidth is given 
by [10];
1
-y) -   ^ (2.35)
The Doppler bandwidth represents the minimum bandwidth the SAR system must have for the 
required SAR resolution. Therefore;
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The PRF is also chosen such that the nadir return comes back together with the transmitted 
signal.
To prevent range ambiguity [10];
(2.37)
To prevent the nadir return from blocking the return signals when the transmitter is on, the PRF 
has to be set to complement the nadir return;
^nadir ~  ^c PRF
(2.38)
where j  is the integer multiple o f the time o f the return signal.
VPRF
Rn Ri
Figure 2.9: Timing Diagram for Nadir Interference
As shown in Figure 2.9, in order to obtain the returned signals within the receiver bandwidth for 
nadir return assuming the period o f the nadir return is 2 r [10];
j
c PRF
(2.39)
c c PRF
(2.40)
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However in practice, the nadir return will differ with respect to the terrain height and the 
duration can be shorter or longer than 2 .
For LFMCW it is a continuous stream of wave. Therefore, the pulsed PRF equations no longer 
apply. The nadir return has to be set to come back with the transmitted signal. These equations 
are derived with the assumption o f a flat ground. This section is only explained briefly to 
demonstrate that the required antenna parameters for both pulsed and LFMCW are similar and 
will not be investigated and verified in this thesis.
2A_ ;
(2.42)
However, it is not as simple as setting the nadir return to arrive with the transmitting signal with 
this equation due to the terrain characteristics. The varying terrain characteristics would cause 
the nadir return to vary with time as well. This must be taken into consideration during the 
retrieval o f the signals.
There is a need to have WRF>Doppler bandwidth to prevent along-track ambiguity level.
2vk
WRF„:_ > =------ (2/W)
To prevent range ambiguity by taking the swath width into consideration;
2R f 2R„ 1
(2.44)
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It is noted that the minimum and maximum PRF and WRF are similar which is necessary for the 
derivation o f the minimum antenna area. To determine how PRF and WRF affect the bandwidth 
o f the system, the highest limit of;
is taken. Since;
2 ( « / - R M c
R f - R , « p s m < b  (2.47)
limit is given by;
cL, cos a
(2j!?sinO)/( c (2.48)
y c o s a )  /
A larger swath width gives a lower bandwidth. To have a rough feel o f the PRF/WRF 
bandwidth that is required, the following parameters are used: frequency 9.6GHz, altitude of 
680km, antenna constant o f 1 and look angle o f 20°. This gives a PRF/WRF limit of;
cL .cosa  ^ i8 2 2 4 .4 i,H z  (2.49)
2Z^/l/2tan0
This is relatively very insignificant compared to the across-track bandwidth required (14.62 
MHz).
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2.10.6 Power Analysis
The SNR for a single pulse required for imaging o f the ground in a resolution cell is given by 
[10];
op y
(2.50)
where dx^ is the along-track resolution, B„ is the receiver noise bandwidth and cTq is defined as
the normalized RADAR cross section per unit area. Substituting Equation (2.30) into Equation
(2.50) gives;
[ A ^ R 'F ,op y
^ _ C T ^  
^2 since y
(2.51)
SAR improves the SNR by coherent processing of pulses for each resolution cell;
SNRj =NjSNR, (2.52)
where
(2  53)
In a way, it is obtaining more energy from the imaged resolution cell by a factor o fN j . 
represents the sampling of the pulse at a rate o f at the receiver which is taken to be
independent from sample to sample within each pulse and is given by;
B P T
(2.54)
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where Pav is the average transmission power and is illustrated in Figure 2.10.
Figure 2.10: Conversion o f Peak Power to Average Power
The bandwidth o f the pulse is designed to be approximately the same as the receiver noise 
bandwidth so that Br can be taken to be equivalent to B„. represents the effect o f 
introducing PRF (number o f pulses/sec) by increasing the number o f pulses in a scene. For 
stripmap application, number o f pulses per metre resolution is given by;
PRF
(2.55)
Number o f pulses in a scene in an antenna swath width at a time is given by;
^ P R F ^i k„XR
VV sat J
(2.56)
where Vsat is the satellite velocity. Assuming that the ultimate resolution is used here for single 
look processing, along-track resolution is given by;
(2.57)
which in turn gives;
P ^  
V\  sal y
(2.58)
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Therefore;
Since:
FRF=—
Tp
(2.60)
average transmitted power is given by;
SNR, (4;r)’ F^kT, 4 sin a V „  SNR, R^F^kT, 2V„
G '/ lV V r , ( ' ’
Equation (2.61) represents the RF transmitted average power regardless o f pulsed or LFMCW. 
Assumptions are;
1. Mean backscatter coefficient is constant over the scene and the same over each position 
o f the RADAR with respect to each imaged point.
2. Taken for a single look. Exact effective number o f looks is not known due to the 
possible dependency o f the looks, scatterers, take a single look for worst case design for 
the link budget design.
3. No attenuation path loss due to molecular absorption which should only be considered 
at frequencies above 10 GHz and is negligible for 9.6 GHz.
4. No loss between the transmitter and the antenna and from the antenna to the receiver.
5. Noise power is assumed to be constant.
It is noted that SNR is independent o f the azimuth resolution. Analysis o f the P^  equation shows
that a lower transmission power is required with decrease in distance. It is a trade off between 
the operational lifetime to the transmission power. The selection o f the operating frequency o f 
the SAR payload is driven by the cost factors which imply that a smaller mass and size would
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give a lower cost solution. From the average power equation for SAR, assuming that all other 
factors are equal and ^ is a constant;
(2.62)
From the antenna gain function [50];
=
4tiA
(2.63)
where A  is smallest possible physical area o f the antenna for maximum gain and gives;
A =
Att
(2.64)
This indicates that a higher frequency would give a smaller antenna area assuming all other 
factors are equal. This leads to the selection o f the smallest antenna size with the highest 
possible frequency at X-band (9.6 GHz).
2.10.7 Signal Distortion
Signal distortion is expected to affect the data coordinates in both the azimuth and range in 
terms o f the Doppler centre and Doppler rate frequency respectively [10];
2 ( d R  
X \ d t  ^
2 d^R
X \  d t ‘
(2.66)
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Hence the satellite movement with respect to the Earth’s terrain is expected to affect the 
Doppler returns. There is the problem of higher signal distortion with longer pulse duration. 
During reception o f the pulse duration, the phase centre moves over this distance in time. This 
does not take the deterministic factor o f the Earth’s rotation and the non-deterministic factor of 
the imaged point velocity into consideration. Therefore from Equation (2.4);
dR =
2R 2R 2R
(2.67)
=  —
ATidR
A 2R
(2.68)
.  _ 1 d  \ d
 ^ 2tj: dt 2n  dt
An
T 2R
— 2v^t + 2vx„
(2.69)
Rate o f change o f Doppler frequency is given by;
ÿ d _ ^ ±  
dt dt
— 2v^t + 2vx„n
XR
- 2 v '
XR
(2.70)
This distortion takes the assumption of a flat ground but in practice the varying terrain 
topography for landscapes would cause the distortion to be different for different signal returns 
due to a varying R but the variation is expected to be insignificant due to the large altitudes o f 
spacebome SAR. It is therefore observed that the LFMCW receiver and signal processing (with 
a longer pulsed duration and therefore a varying Doppler frequency) are not simpler than the 
pulsed system. Hence the advantage o f LFMCW as compared to pulsed is due to the continuous 
nature o f the transmitting signal, a lower transmission power can be used. In theory with the 
assumption o f flat ground, the swath width (dependent on the antenna design in the range 
direction) for the LFMCW system can be designed to be larger than the pulsed system due to 
the continuous nature o f the receiver only if  the repetition frequency o f both transmitting signals 
are the same.
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The mixer would need to have an additional gradient o f to account for this distortion due to
dt
the longer pulse duration or the signal or image processing or demodulator must take the 
additional distortion into consideration or an unconventional method would need to be found for 
the transmission of LFMCW. This is one o f the deterministic Doppler influences on the signal 
return. The other deterministic Doppler influence is the Earth’s rotation. There are also other 
non-deterministic Doppler influences and additional signals due to the orbital perturbations as 
well as the windspeed which affect the movement o f the trees. Inevitably these Doppler 
influences due to the longer signal transmission becomes more complex with application o f 
scansar and spotlight SAR.
These problems are assumed not to be an issue as they are not in the scope o f the thesis. 
Therefore, this thesis assumes that the receiver is able to obtain the signal returns accurately 
regardless o f pulsed or LFMCW.
2.10.8 Transmitter and Receiver Isolation Management
For the pulsed system, it is straightforward for its isolation management. The receiver is 
switched off when the transmitter is transmitting and vice-versa. Protection from the high peak 
power o f the transmitter must be designed in the receiver.
The LFMCW system is less direct. There are two paths from the transmitter to the receiver;
1. from the transmitter direct to the receiver.
2. from the transmitter through the antenna and back to the receiver.
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/ 4
Figure 2.11: LFM CW  Isolation M anagement
In theory because the signal from the transmitter is known, it is possible to remove the effect o f 
the transmitter through techniques like feedthrough nulling in both the hardware and the signal 
processing. In practice, it is not possible to achieve total cancellation due to the hardware 
limitations in both the feedthrough nulling hardware and signal from the transmitter (e.g. 
thermal considerations, signal fluctuation, etc.). A 30 dB reduction in the leakage to the receiver 
is obtained for a feedthrough nulling for amplitude difference o f less than 0.25 dB and phase 
difference o f less than 1 degree. The sweeping rate has been tested to be possible for 1214 
GHz/s. This rate is sufficient for the WRF calculated from Table 2.3. [77]
There are hardware limitations like LNA saturation.
(Transmit Power - Isolation = Leakage to Receiver) + Signal Return < LNA saturation limit 
The transmit power from the transmitter to the receiver needs to he measured in order to 
understand how much power is leaking from the transmitter to the receiver. I f  the same antenna 
is used, the return loss (i.e. reflection) o f the antenna will aid in reducing the signal return and 
increase the isolation o f the receiver.
Additional signals are also generated as a result o f passive intermodulation. Passive 
intermodulation occurs when two or more closely spaced frequencies mix to generate spurious 
products. This is only applicable for power levels above 40 dBm (i.e. 1 W). This phenomenon is 
critical for the SAR receiver that requires integrity o f data for accurate SAR imaging. It is
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generally not a problem for the pulsed receiver because the receiver is switched off when the 
high peak powers are transmitting. The difference is shown in Figure 2.12 and 2.13. [78]
However because LFMCW transmits and receives the signals simultaneously, it is expected to 
have a certain influence in the receiver’s ability to obtain the data accurately. Therefore the 
LFMCW design must take passive intermodulation into consideration. It is noted that there will 
definitely be more than two frequencies at any point in time.
Frequency
R eceive Pulses
time
Transmit Pulses 
Figure 2.12: Pulsed RADAR (Across-Track)
Frequency 
Transmit FMCW
Receive FMCW
time
Figure 2.13: LFMCW  Operation (Across-Track)
This phenomenon can be measured through having two Continuous Wave (CW) inputs to 
simulate the RADAR return and at different frequencies at a time and measuring the 
intermodulation levels through the spectrum analyzer as shown in Figure 2.14. The 
measurements should be done in an anechoic chamber.
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Feedthrough
Nulling
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RF
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Signal
Generator
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Generator
Spectrum
Analyzer
Figure 2.14: Passive Intermodulation M easurement Setup for LFM CW
This measurement section is only for explanation purposes if  there is interest in pursuing the 
LFMCW system and will not be verified in the research.
2.10.9 Additional Bandwidth of Receiver Due to Pulsed 
Waveform
For the pulsed system compared to continuous wave, the shape o f the reflected pulse must be 
preserved and therefore the receiver circuits must have a wider bandwidth. This is because the 
rectangular pulse of voltage contains a very wide band o f frequencies which must be accepted 
by the receiver if  the distortion is to be avoided.
The design problem of a pulsed receiver is to have as low a noise factor as possible with high 
sensitivity. Due to the narrow pulses, a wider bandwidth o f frequencies would need to be 
accepted and therefore the noise factor o f a receiver would be increased. If  the pulse duration is 
too short for the available receiver bandwidth, distortion and attenuation o f the pulse will result
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and lead to inaccuracies of the RADAR return signal. Hence where the receiver bandwidth has 
been limited for other reasons (e.g. reduction o f noise) the pulse duration must not be made too 
short. To consider the receiver bandwidth o f the pulsed system, the square wave is used.
A square wave is made up o f sine waves of a fundamental frequency equal to that o f the square 
wave plus an infinite number of odd harmonics all starting in phase. In practice it is impossible 
to pass infinite number of harmonics (i.e. infinite bandwidth) so the ideal waveform cannot 
exist. However, pulsed RADAR requires the use of steep leading edge pulses and a large 
number o f harmonics.
The square wave is represented by the function [79];
/ \ 4 'A  sin[2;^(2w -  l)l
( 2 m -1)n
(2.71)
where m is an integer constant. The reliance of the integrity of the pulsed waveform on the 
number of harmonics is represented as follows in Figure 2.15;
Resultant Square Wave
3'^ '^  Harmonic
5* Harmonic
Fundamental
Figure 2.15: Addition of Odd Harmonics to obtain the Square W ave
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Using up to 
9'*^  Hanuonic
Using up to 
5^  ^Harmonic
Using up to 
15* Harmonic
Figure 2.16: Resultant Square W ave due to Addition o f Odd Harmonics
As shown in Figure 2.15 and 2.16, the square waveform is achieved with more odd harmonics. 
Using up to the 9'  ^ hanuonic is seen to be sufficient towards the maintaining of the square 
waveform. Therefore for half o f the square wave used for pulsed RADAR, the highest harmonic 
used would be the 9'* harmonic. For ease of computation for the factor of 10, the 10'^ ' harmonic 
is used for the computation of the rise time in the pulse waveform (i.e. five waves in pulse 
waveform).
Highest Hanuonic
Pulse Duration
Figure 2.17: Computation o f Rise Time
Hence the rise time of the leading edge o f the pulse t must be short compared to the pulse 
duration-not greater than the one-tenth o f the pulse duration to maintain the integrity o f the 
pulsed waveform. Approximately the rise time should be taken as the time o f one quarter cycle 
of the highest harmonic within the pulse. Thus the time of one cycle of the highest harmonic is
4t, giving a frequency of Hz. After passing through the mixer dual sidebands are produced.
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The bandwidth o f all the RF and IF amplifiers must have a bandwidth o f — Hz to avoid
2t
distortion.
At X-band (9.6 GHz), the minimum antenna area has been determined in the next section to be 
at 1.42 m^. The aspect ratio o f 4 is selected as an example to demonstrate the bandwidth 
difference between pulsed and LFMCW systems. Therefore minimum PRF and WRF would be 
5833.3 Hz. For a look angle o f 30° (worst case consideration) and at 680 km, the value is 
taken to be 779.4 km.
For the pulsed system and from Equation (2,40);
(2.72)
Since PRF cannot be 0;
- k >0 (2.73)
which gives;
<3.3133x10-" (2.74)
Suppose to allow some leeway for a rough terrain, is taken to be a 10'^ o f the maximum 
value which gives;
=3.3133x10-' (2.75)
Therefore for the pulsed system, the additional bandwidth required is 16 kHz which is 
insignificant compared to the system bandwidth o f 14.62 MHz. In this thesis, the antenna's
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bandwidth will be designed to have twice o f the required bandwidth for provide some space for 
engineering requirements i.e. 30 MHz.
2.10.10 Antenna Parameters
The PRF/WRF equations define the minimum antenna electrical size. These equations are based 
on the assumption that the signal returns do not overlap in time and the PRF/WRF is much 
larger than the Doppler bandwidth. The equations for both the limits for the PRF and WRF are 
the same and therefore can be represented by PRF. [10]
From Equations (2.35) and (2.36);
f— I —l^cosa AcosO (2.76)
R y - R ^ =  psm(j>
cosa
tanO (2.77)
PRF^ c { * 1UJLooser^ tanO < 1 (2.78)
Minimum Antenna Area is given by;
= A A  AAAl —^  ItanO = 1.42w^ 
c I cos O'
(2.79)
for a look angle o f 30° (worst case consideration) and an altitude o f 680 km at an operating 
frequency o f 9.6 GHz and an antenna constant of 1. This is just to give a rough estimate o f the 
required antenna area.
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A larger swath width is desired but the antenna aspect ratio would be very large. It is shown that 
a larger aspect ratio and therefore a larger La value would require a lower minimum PRF and 
WRF value. Due to the lack o f knowledge on the other sub-systems, the required minimum size 
o f the antenna (whether in length and width) would not be known. The objective o f the antenna 
design would thus be aimed to minimize the height o f the antenna while having a large aspect 
ratio.
Table 2.3: A ntenna Param eters against Swath W idth
Swath
W idth/km Lr/m La/m
M inimum PRF 
and W RF/Hz Aspect Ratio
90 0.265 5.36 2612 -20
70 0.34 4.18 3349 -12
45 0.53 2.68 5224 -5
40 0.6 2.4 5833 -4
30 0.8 1.8 7778 -2
Note: Minimum SAR antenna length fo r  30 m resolution is 60 m fo r  an antenna constant o f  1. 
This means La<60 m.
It is observed that the higher the frequency, the smaller the antenna allowed for other equivalent 
parameters. At satellite altitudes, the satellite velocity is also much higher (hundreds o f times) 
than airborne so the antenna is expected to be much larger. It is also noted that the minimum 
antenna area increases with altitude. Decreasing the altitude will help in decreasing the antenna 
area but the platform attitude determination and control unit must be able to handle the 
increased orbit perturbations which comes with a lower altitude and there must be sufficient 
number o f years for its lifetime.
Minimum antenna area to satisfy the PRF limits for L-band (1.215 GHz) and C-band (5.8 GHz) 
are 11.2 m^ and 2.35 m^ respectively. X-band (9.6 GHz) gives the smallest minimum antenna 
area o f 1.42 m^ and therefore is selected.
2.11 Summary and Conclusion
The choice o f SAR in the context o f monitoring deforestation in the tropics is justified in this 
chaper. It also discusses how the system parameters and environment influence the antenna 
parameters and design while noting the cost factors. As LFMCW was considered at the
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beginning o f the research, it is necessary to demonstrate the similarities and differences between 
pulsed and LFMCW for the reader to infer the additional engineering aspects that need to be 
considered when using LFMCW.
It is found that pulsed and LFMCW require the same minimum antenna area. However due to 
the lack o f literature on how scanning operation should be done for LFMCW, the antenna would 
only consider a single beam and broadside radiation. Hence the coverage area in the across- 
track direction is desired to be as large as possible (i.e. large aspect ratio antenna).
In the next chapter, the review of antennas will use the findings in this chapter for the selection 
o f the antenna design structure.
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Chapter 3: Review of Current and Available Antenna 
Designs
This chapter continues from the antenna parameters obtained in chapter two and discusses on 
how the Synthetic Aperture RADAR (SAR) antenna concept is related to the physical and 
electrical antenna size. An overview o f current and available antenna designs with regards to the 
desired antenna parameters are also given. This is to discuss the reasons for the selection o f the 
electrically large aperture multimode horn element for the phased array and its horn structure. 
Figure 3.1 shows the antenna selection process.
However this element has the disadvantage of a larger height. Current literature has only 
considered the optimization o f modes generated from the horn structure to minimize this height. 
Mutual coupling has not been considered as a technique to be used to minimize this height 
which leads on to the next chapter.
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Antenna Selection
T
Mam Structure
Reflector or 
Phased Array or 
Reflectarray
Smallest Height 
with
Large Aspect Ratio
Phased Array
Dual 
Polarization
Efficient Aperture Area Coverage
Square Microstrip or Horn
Square Multimode Horn
Taper or Step or 
Corrugation 
Structure
Taper Structure
Reduce
Element
Number
with
Large
Electrical Size
Lower Degrees of 
Freedom
Figure 3.1: Antenna Selection Process
3.1 Significance of the Antenna Physicai Size
The SAR Pulsed Repetition Frequency (PRF) equations give a minimum antenna area without 
stating explicitly the implications of its definition. This section aims to give the reader a clearer 
concept o f the significance o f the antenna's physical area. It is not the intention o f this section to 
re-derive known and tested equations.
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Three parameters are vital to the performance o f SAR; beamwidth, gain and sidelobe ratio. 
Minimum antenna area for the SAR antenna is derived based on the coverage o f the antenna on 
the range swath width and the need to have at least one pulse in every azimuth resolution with 
the movement o f the aperture, i.e. antenna beamwidth. From diffraction theory, the far-field 
beamwidth is related to the physical dimension o f the antenna [50];
(3.1)
where L  is the physical dimension of the antenna. This is the same equation used in the 
derivation o f the SAR equation in Chapter 2. Therefore the antenna's physical size cannot be 
smaller than the minimum size determined by the SAR PRF equations.
Antenna gain has been considered to be o f great importance due to its significance in the SNR 
equation. It helps to decrease the power requirement by a factor o f two. Hence how the anterma 
gain could be maximized in a specified minimum area to reduce the power requirement load o f 
the satellite is o f interest.
Maximum gain o f the antenna is defined by [50, 80];
Co. (3.2)
where A is the physical aperture area of the antenna. Maximum antenna gain is restricted by the 
antenna physical area and cannot be increased further.
The performance o f SAR depends not only on the antenna gain performance at broadside. 
Sidelobe ratio is also critical because it affects the ability o f the Radio Detection A nd Ranging 
(RADAR) system to distinguish the signals returning from the swath. It is not known however 
what value o f sidelobe ratio is suitable for the current SAR system as the study o f the RADAR 
Cross Section (RCS) for deforestation at the operation frequency was not done.
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The reader is advised to refer to Reference [50] page 418 for the relationship o f amplitude 
distribution to beamwidth and sidelobe ratio. The table indicates that a lower efficiency 
(neglecting losses) o f the aperture will produce a larger beamwidth and a lower sidelobe ratio.
It is not possible to reduce the antenna physical area. The objective of the design is to reduce the 
height o f the antenna with consideration to the cost factors.
3.2 Objective and Scope o f the Antenna Design
From the previous chapter, the minimum parameters required by the antenna are;
1. X-band Centre frequency 9.6 GHz.
2. Narrow bandwidth (30 MHz 0.32 % of centre frequency).
3. Large aspect ratio.
4. Single beam.
5. No steering.
6. Single Polarization (dual polarization will be designed for future usage as power 
sources will improve with time).
7. Linear polarization.
8. Cross-polarization isolation -25 to -30 dB [10]. This is dependent on how the RF signals 
interact with the target and the other polarization generated from the return signal. -25 
dB gives a reduction factor o f 0.003162 and is expected to be sufficient.
9. Minimum Anterma Area 1.42m ^  »  1454/1^.
Review of antennas in this chapter will be restricted to aperture antermas due to the relatively 
larger electrical size. High altitudes of operation (-680 km) determine that only far field 
analysis is necessary.
The objective o f the antenna design is to try to minimize the antenna height while satisfying all 
o f the minimum requirements without increasing the antenna cost significantly. As stated 
earlier, it is not possible to compare the antenna cost factors since there are no known figures 
and it will be done when it is possible to do so.
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3.3 Antenna Main Structures Review
Due to the large electrical size o f the antenna, only aperture antennas will be considered. They 
will be evaluated based on their ability to obtain the lowest height while satisfying the minimum 
requirements. There are three general types of aperture antenna structures: reflector, phased 
array and reflectarray.
3.3.1 Reflector
In this review of reflectors, the scope will be limited to the single beam and without beam- 
steering operation.
The reflector is generally represented by a large metal structure as shown in Figure 3.2. The 
reflection of RF energy from a smaller aperture feed to the large metal structure creates a larger 
aperture of operation. Through the manipulation o f the large metal structure shape, the desired 
gain and radiation pattern can be obtained. [50]
M y
Figure 3.2: Reflector 
|50|
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A large aspect ratio reflector with dual polarization capability would require a large aspect ratio 
feed, i.e. feed o f an array o f elements. As the secondary patterns created from the reflector by 
each individual element in the array feed is different, each element in the array must be tuned 
individually with the reflector to achieve the desired gain and radiation pattern [81]. Study on 
the large aspect ratio reflector’s achievable aperture efficiency with the objective o f minimizing 
size and weight was done and the maximum efficiency achieved with a slot array feed was 53.6 
% with a focal position o f 0.25 of the largest reflector size [82].
The focal position or the antenna height with respect to the aspect ratio (swath width) is shown 
in Table 3.1. Height o f the reflector is relatively larger compared to the phased array horn 
elements used in this thesis (6 to 71s). Therefore the reflector is not considered in this thesis.
Table 3.1: Swath W idth against Reflector Focal Position
Swath
W idth/km
Xa/m Xfl/lp.ôGHz Aspect Ratio
Focal
Position/l,9.6GHz
90 5.36 171.52 -20 42.88
70 4.18 133.76 -12 33.44
45 2.68 85.76 -5 21.44
40 2.4 76.8 -4 19.2
30 1.8 57.6 -2 14.4
3.3.2 Phased Array
The phased array can be seen as the splitting up o f the aperture into individual elements as 
shown in Figure 3.3. Its performance can be manipulated by providing the desired amplitude 
and phase at each particular part o f the aperture. In this thesis, the required antenna performance 
is to be o f a single beam, i.e. all elements "radiate coherently" in a particular direction. [50, 81]
□  □□  □  □□ czi □ □ O'' 
o o o □ □ o; 
o o o o o,
vO □  O  O  Oy
Figure 3.3: Phased Array Aperture 
[81]
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This can be achieved by changing the parameters through these two methods;
1. physical parameters o f the element
2. each element's transmitter and receiver
For an electrically large aperture, control is simpler if  it is left to the transmitter and receiver 
part o f the RADAR system. All o f the elements will be designed to have the same physical 
parameters. Manufacturing cost would also be lower.
The purpose o f the feeding network is to reduce the number o f transmitters and receivers 
needed. This may reduce the cost o f the RADAR system depending on what is available but it 
would reduce the efficiency o f the antenna due to the losses in the feeding network. It would not 
be feasible to do a direct comparison without any information on which configuration would 
provide a cheaper option. Hence this option will be left open and only the performance o f the 
elements in the array environment will be considered. The height o f the elements will be made 
as short as possible while maintaining efficiency.
3.3.3 Reflectarray
The reflectarray is a hybrid of the reflector and the phased array. Therefore it carries both 
advantages and disadvantages of the reflector and the phased array. [83]
Just like the phased array, the aperture o f the reflectarray is split up into elements. The 
difference between the phased array and the reflectarray is the feeding network is replaced with 
the reflecting mechanism of the reflector. [83, 84]
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Figure 3.4: Reflectarray 
[84]
As shown by the Figure 3.4, the path length from the feed antenna to each individual element is 
different. Thus to have coherent radiation in a particular direction, each element's phase must be 
specifically tuned [83, 84]. Given the large electrical size o f the aperture, there is many elements 
to be adjusted specifically. This can be done by two methods which is similar to the phased 
array; through element physical size or a phase shifter. As with the phased array, only the phase 
of the phase shifter will be specifically adjusted and not the elements' physical parameters for a 
lower manufacturing cost.
However, the antenna height is expected to be similar to the reflector as calculated in the 
previous section because it follows similar operation as the reflector and will still be much 
larger compared to the phased array. Hence the reflectarray will not be considered in this thesis.
3.4 Antenna Elements Review
The previous section led to the choice o f the phased array. In this section, the choice o f the 
element for the phased array will be discussed. There are three general types o f aperture 
elements: slot, microstrip and waveguide [50]. For dual polarization, the slot array would need 
to allocate aperture area space to the other polarization [85] and this would reduce the efficiency 
o f the antenna. The focus o f this thesis is on the elements and for more efficient cover o f the 
aperture, the microstrip and horn element are selected for review.
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3.4.1 Significance of the Electrical Size
Before the element type is reviewed, the significance o f the electrical size has to be investigated 
since it reflects the number o f elements in the phased array. This directly affects the number o f 
transmitters/receivers required or the feeding network size i.e. manufacturing cost.
From Equation (2.79), minimum physical area is determined by;
Area - = L L ,  > — k„k,M —~— |tanO  =
- k k [ —c \c o s a  ^
tanO
c Ico scri A
[perX^]
(3.3)
The electrical area increases with frequency while the physical area decreases with frequency. 
As shown by the previous chapter, the focus o f the thesis has been on minimizing the physical 
size o f the anterma. This has been achieved by selecting the highest possible frequency at X- 
band. The disadvantage o f this selection process has been an increase in the electrical size.
Hence the objective o f the anterma design is not just to reduce the physical height o f the 
elements but to reduce the number o f elements required (i.e. increasing the electrical aperture 
size o f the elements). The element will be evaluated based on its ability to increase its aperture 
electrical area without reducing the aperture efficiency.
3.4.2 Element Aperture Shape
In order to have equivalent performance for dual linear polarization, the element aperture 
physical parameters must be consistent in both the E and H plane. This limits the element shape 
to a circle or square. The slot element would not be considered due to this desired property [50].
The focus o f this section will be to have a better cover o f the aperture area.
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Figure 3.5: Comparison between Circle and Square Shape Cover
As shown in Figure 3.5, this difference in area is given by;
u - r - f = < | l - ^ |  = 0 .2146< (3.4)
which results in a gain loss of;
0.2146a:
■X100% = 21.46% (3.5)
Hence the choice o f element shape will be square.
3.4.3 Microstrip Antenna
From Reference [50], the design equation for efficient radiation for a square microstrip patch 
antenna as shown in Figure 3.6 is given by;
  2 _ ^  A 2 ^ ; i
" “'’ “ 2 / ,  +1 " 2 (3.6)
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where is the operating resonant frequency o f the microstrip patch and is the dielectric 
constant o f the dielectric material.
*ap
Figure 3.6: Square Microstrip Patch
Therefore for efficient radiation, the microstrip patch element aperture length/width size would
X
have to be equivalent or less than —. It will not have a relatively larger electrical aperture size 
and does not satisfy the antenna element design objective.
There is a microstrip electromagnetically coupled grid 16 element anterma array which uses the 
presence o f air (vacuum) to minimize the losses and surface wave coupling. Thought has also 
been placed into the feeding network design to minimize the losses. Although the quantitative 
loss has been stated, there is no mention o f the exact dimensions o f the total anterma size 
(including the ground plane) and it is not possible to calculate the efficiency o f the anterma array 
for direct comparison. [86]
The dielectric material used by microstrip antennas interacts with the environment in space and 
produces electrostatic charges. Hence the design must consider the presence o f these 
electrostatic charges or they have to be removed while in operation. This creates another 
possible design degree o f failure. [87]
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3.4.4 Horn Antenna
The horn element has a unique characteristic which is different from the current and available 
elements; its efficiency can be increased with an electrically larger aperture size ( » 1 ) .  This is 
done through the superposition o f the desired modes in the appropriate amplitude and phase at 
the aperture o f the element, giving its definition ‘multimode horn’, [50]
However it is expected that with the use o f higher mass density metals in comparison to the 
dielectric for the construction o f the multimode horn, the weight would be heavier than the 
dielectric microstrip antenna.
3.5 Multimode Horn
From the previous section, the multimode horn is selected for its ability to increase element 
aperture efficiency with increasing aperture size. This section attempts to explain how this 
works.
3.5.1 Principle of Operation
The use o f additional modes to increase the efficiency o f the aperture is explained in this 
section. The appropriate modes are first identified. Since the objective o f the antenna design is 
in linear polarization for a square horn, maximum efficiency is achieved when the amplitude 
function o f interest is uniform across the aperture [50]. In this thesis only one polarization will 
be sufficient for analysis since it is a square horn. The y  direction is taken i.e.
f {x , y )=y  (3.7)
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Figure 3.7: Square Horn Cross-Section
It has been shown that for maximum efficiency at the aperture, only TE modes are required 
[88]. The TE mode in a square horn is given as follows with the axes taken in Figure 3.7 [89];
f  ^ f \mn nn---- X
a
sin T
\  °p J \  °p /
r \
,^|m^ +n^
(  \mn nn-----X cos — ya a\  °p J \  °p J
y (3.8)
{
\* ffi = Q
. Since the modes are orthogonal, the
total amplitude across the aperture can be represented as;
-TE
(3.9)
where ^  is the complex amplitude contributed by each orthogonal TE mode .
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As:
cos
rnn— y
j
dy = Q (3.11)
only TEmo modes can exist on the aperture.
A o = ]  j - — sin — X d x d y= ^"^^  ^ [(-l)'" - l ]  (3.12)
% ‘ mn
f  \
0 0 a^p \^ap y
a„-j2
Hence only TE^o (where m is odd) modes can contribute to the function
y (3.13)
giving;
2o_V2
4 ,0 = -  "mn
(3.14)
As shown, TE;o must have the largest amplitude. Taking TEyo for comparison, each TE^o mode
will have relative amplitude of — and be in phase with TE;o- Amplitude o f the function is
m
given by;
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= sin
m n
r \
m n X
V J
(3.15)
where m is odd. The modes contribute to the aperture according to the condition when it is 
allowed to propagate (above cutoff). The cutoff wavelength for a TE^o mode is [89];
(3.16)
m
Minimum horn cross-section size for the propagation o f a TE^o mode would then be given by;
(3.17)
This shows that the number o f desired propagating modes increases with electrical size. To 
obtain the maximum efficiency without consideration o f antenna losses, relative gain is taken 
[50];
G{e„(l>,) = A n^4 i§ iiÈ l (3.18)
rad
where 0  ^ and (g),are the 6  and ^  axes for the antenna far field, u { 0 ,^(j>,) is the radiation 
intensity in the far field and 7 ^  is the total radiated power. Radiation intensity is in turn 
represented by;
(3.19)
where r is the distance from the antenna to the observed far field point, ri is the wave 
i m p e d a n c e , E g i s  the 9  component o f the electric far field and is the ^
component o f the electric far field.
At far field, the impedance o f TE modes is taken as follows [89];
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77 =  ^ %
(opi iTlfn fX fl CH //
1 1 -[six (3.20)
where œ is the angular frequency, y. is magnetic permeability and s is the electric permeability. 
This shows that the impedance o f all TE modes is the same in the far field. For the square horn 
with uniform amplitude across the aperture, maximum aperture efficiency is taken at broadside 
and given as [50];
, . . = ^ , 1 0 0 %  =  ^ M x l 0 0 - / o
Pa^p-^ rad (3.21)
f/(0,0) = ^  (jfi, {o ,o f 4 . \E, (o ,o f )= I  ‘\f{x ,y )dxdy
= 4-2ij U
r \mn
 X
V ‘^ ‘'P J
dxdy 2,7 U
(3.22)
I ]R 4 E,xH :)dxdy = ^  j  ] \f{x ,y fd x d y
■^ 0 0 ^ ^ 0  0
= - T l
2 7  i  I
Z  sin
m mn
(  \  mn dxdy = — \  2
/2 a .
(3.23)
Maximum efficiency is thus;
(3.24)
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Table 3.2; M aximum A perture Efficiency against H orn A perture Size
H orn A perture Size Modes Relative Mode Amplitude
Relative 
Mode Phase
M aximum
A perture
Efficiency/%
0.5A < <1 .51 TEyo 1 0 81.1
1.51 < a ^ <  2 .51 TEyo 1 0 90.1
TEso 1/3 0
2 .51  < < 3 .51
TE,o 1 0
93.3TEso 1/3 0
TEso 1/5 0
3.51  < a^p < 4 .51
TEjo 1 0
95.0TEso 1/3 0
TEso 1/5 0
TEjo 1/7 0
4 .51  < a^p < 5 .51
TEjo 1 0
95.96
TEso 1/3 0
TEso 1/5 0
TEjo 1/7 0
TEço 1/9 0
As shown from Table 3.2, the maximum efficiency increases with the horn aperture size.
3.5.2 Height Structure Review
To obtain the modes in their desired amplitudes and phases, discontinuities (or increasing the 
size of the aperture) are introduced along the height o f the horn element. This can be done by 
using steps, tapers, corrugations and ridges as shown in Figure 3.8 to Figure 3.12.
Figure 3.8: Step S tructure 
[81]
Figure 3.9: Taper Structure 
[81]
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Figure 3.10; Corrugated S tructure
[50]
Figure 3.11: Ridged Structure 
[90]
Figure 3.12: Taper and Step S tructure
[88]
In this thesis, the corrugated structure in Figure 3.10 is not considered due to a higher cost (as a 
result of more complicated structure with greater degrees o f freedom). The corrugated structure 
is used to produce a wider beam, lower sidelobes and lower cross-polarization. The wider beam 
and lower sidelobes also represent a lower efficiency. [50]
The ridged structure as shown in Figure 3.11 is used in horns to achieve a larger bandwidth but 
it has wider beamwidths and therefore a lower efficiency [90]. The objective of this thesis is to 
produce a higher efficiency. Hence this structure is not considered.
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The step structure from Figure 3.8 is a special ease of the taper structure with an angle of 90°. 
Since maximum efficiency is achieved when the phase across the aperture is constant [50], the 
choice between the step and tapered structure will be investigated in terms o f the ability to 
maintain phase consistency across the aperture. To determine the phase consistency across the 
aperture, the phase difference between the wave at the aperture centre and at the edge is 
examined. The horn antenna is designed to have dual polarization; therefore the structure must 
be symmetrical in both the Electric (E) and Magnetic (H) planes [88].
Figure 3.13: T aper Structure Viewed in Terms of Angle
191]
From Figure 3.13;
cos(f/2 )
- 1 (3.25)
The phase difference for any mode between the aperture centre and the edge is given by;
cos (#/2)
- 1 (3.26)
where ,1 is the mode wavelength at the aperture, is the mode wavenumber at the aperture 
and is the mode cutoff wavenumber at the aperture. This assumes that the mode is already 
propagating before or at the start of the taper.
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It is not possible for the phase difference to be 0. The main factors contributing to the phase
difference are aperture size ), section height (i?,) and taper angle (^/2). Since the
element aperture size must be large, only two types of structure will minimize the phase 
difference : a small step or a small angle taper.
The use of small steps will increase the number of degrees of freedom which will increase the 
cost of the antenna [92]. Although small steps can be used sparsely as shown in the literature 
[81, 88], it is not known how the use o f steps can contribute to the horn height. The removal of 
steps can reduce the number of degrees of freedom (manufacturing cost). A comparison of a 
hyperbolic-cosine and linear tapers are done in [93] and it was found that the linear taper 
produces higher transmission coefficients which would give a shorter height. Therefore the 
small angle linear taper structure throughout the entire horn height will be investigated in this 
thesis.
Figure 3.14: Multiple Small Step Horn Structure 
[92]
The definition of ‘small’ in the small angle taper is to try to minimize the phase difference. The 
taper structure must be at an angle such that Ô is small compared to the mode wavelength at the 
aperture to minimize the coupling of the additional modes [91] i.e.
<5 « 2 ,  (3.27)
Using small angle approximation;
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S = R.
cos (f/2)
-1 R.
2
-1
■
8
1 - i i  
. 8 _
(3.28)
where iJ2 is the taper angle in radians. This gives;
v#y
(3.29)
which represents the maximum electrical height o f the segment, can be taken to be constant
through the section or as the average at the start or at the end o f the segment because it is a low 
angle taper.
Since this derivation was done using small angle approximation, the value o f the small angle 
is investigated. The error resulting from this approximation is given by;
c o s f ^ l - l  + k M -
a .  IzJ _ _ 2
COS
(3.30)
In this thesis, the maximum error allowed is 1% i.e.
d < 0.01
which gives;
B
— <0.664 rad
(3.31)
(3.32)
(from small angle approximation). Therefore these two conditions must be satisfied for a low 
angle taper;
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1. ^< 7 6 °.
2. Total electrical height from start o f propagation —  > 4.536.
4
However the use o f the superposition technique increases the physical height o f the antenna [81, 
88, 92]. The objective o f this thesis is to investigate how to reduce the horn height while 
maintaining the desired performance.
3.5.3 Height Reduction Techniques Review
The superposition technique requires a larger horn height [81, 88, 92]. It is o f interest to 
investigate the techniques employed which have been focussed towards reducing the height o f 
the horn. This is to reduce the antenna size further.
The conventional approach in obtaining the shortest possible height has been the optimization o f 
modes generation from the horn height. This is done through two general means; through the 
horn strategy implementation using analytical methods and through the optimization procedure 
strategy using numerical methods. [81, 88, 92-95]
However there is currently no literature which utilizes mutual coupling to reduce the horn 
height. Mutual coupling has been stated to aid in the increase o f the horn efficiency [92]. 
Through this observation, it is thought that mutual coupling may be able to reduce the horn 
height. Although mutual coupling is a known phenomenon, it has not been used as a technique 
to reduce the height for this particular antenna element. This thesis aims to prove that this 
concept is possible.
3.6 Summary and Conclusion
A  review and selection process o f available antenna designs with respect to the required antenna 
parameters are discussed in this chapter. The main structure o f the reflector, phased array and 
reflectarray are first investigated and the phased array is chosen because it can give the lowest 
height with a larger aspect ratio.
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The focus is then directed towards the investigation o f the elements. The antenna parameters 
have been selected by giving priority to the physical size reduction. This has led to the highest 
possible frequency at X-band. Although a higher frequency produces a smaller physical size, the 
electrical size increases. This causes the required number o f elements and the feeding network 
to increase. Therefore the multimode horn that has the ability to increase efficiency with 
increasing aperture size is o f interest. For dual polarization performance, the square shape gives 
a more efficient use o f the aperture area compared to the circular shape. Several horn structures 
have been evaluated for their abilities in contributing to the aperture efficiency while 
considering the manufacturing cost and the tapered structure is o f interest.
However this structure produces a larger height because o f the operation o f many modes. The 
current literature has only considered the optimization o f the modes generated from the horn 
structure to reduce this height. It is found that mutual coupling increases the efficiency o f the 
horn and can aid in the height reduction o f the horn. The next part o f the thesis aims to 
investigate this feasibility.
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Chapter 4: Multimode Horn Element without 
Consideration of the Mutual Coupling Effect
It is necessary to understand how the horn structure generates the modes as an isolated entity 
(i.e. without mutual coupling) in order to use the presence o f mutual coupling as an advantage. 
The horn strategy is derived using the analytical Solymar model. The mode matching numerical 
simulator is written to complement and verify the behaviour o f modes in the horn structure. The 
methodology used to implement the horn strategy is as follows;
1. Analytical model selection.
2. Identification o f modes for consideration.
3. Local optimization.
4.1 Numerical Technique and Verification
The mode matching technique is written to simulate the modes' behaviour in the horn. This is 
for a more comprehensive view of the modes' behaviour in the horn structure. It is a well-known 
method [81, 96] and contributes no novelty to the thesis. The reader is advised to refer to 
Reference [96] which has the equations and the code included. The broadside gain is verified 
from Reference [97] and it is shown to follow closely to the approximate method and the 
measured results to ±0.05 dBi.
4.2 Taper Structure Model Review
As the linear taper structure has been identified to be o f interest in the earlier review chapter, the 
model is restricted to this structure. The model is desired to be analytical in nature. It is noted 
that the waveguide input starts off with TE;o (main mode).
Reference [98] lists the history of the significant contributions in the progress o f the taper 
models. The models are categorized into the following characteristics [94, 98-100];
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1. Single mode propagation.
2. Multi-mode propagation.
3. Consideration o f modes above cut-off.
4. Consideration o f modes near cut-off.
5. Selection o f axes.
The necessary characteristics for the selected model are;
1. Multi-mode propagation. This is required for the operation o f the multi-mode horn.
2. Consideration o f  modes above cut-off. It is noted that the evanescent and near cut-off 
modes' conversion power levels can be regarded as negligible [100].
3. Cross-section axes is in the same plane as the aperture allowing the same waveguide 
modes definition. This is for continuity of the analytical model to the mutual coupling 
numerical model. Therefore models like the Bahar model are neglected [98, 99].
After selection is done based on this categorization from Reference [98] and its individual 
references, the Solymar model [94] and Tang model [101] are the most suitable to be applied. 
The models are investigated further and selected on the ability to be implemented in an 
analytical form.
The general coupled wave model used by both Solymar and Tang are the same. The difference 
between Solymar and Tang lies in their attack o f the problem. Solymar makes several 
assumptions leading to a simplified analytical form (i.e. reduction in modes and will be 
explained in the next section) while Tang takes an infinite modes approach and requires a 
numerical method to reach a solution. The analytical Solymar method is preferred to derive a 
horn strategy. [94, 101]
4.3 Implementation of Solymar Model for the Horn Structure
The mathematical model representing the small angle taper structure is taken from Solymar [93, 
94, 98]. Since the assumptions and derivations have already been stated, it would be
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meaningless to re-derive the model again. The Solymar model is used to implement the horn 
structure strategy.
As stated in the previous section, the low angle taper is o f interest and allows the following 
assumptions [94];
1. Additional modes travelling in the forward or backward direction are excited only by 
the main mode TE;o travelling in the forward direction. This is because the main mode 
is the largest in amplitude and has the most contribution. [94]
2. Additional modes excited are at very low power levels compared to the main mode 
TEyg. This assumption is valid because there can be no mode which has the same cutoff 
number as TEyo. [94]
3. Negligible coupling between additional modes. The small amplitude contribution from 
the additional modes allows the assumption o f negligible coupling. [91]
4. Negligible coupling between the same mode travelling in the forward and backward 
direction. A low angle taper would have minimal reflection. [94]
From the above assumptions, the main mode TEyg will maintain constant amplitude throughout 
the taper. Only the phase will change. [94] Since there is interest at how the modes are 
generated along the taper structure to the aperture, only the forward travelling mode will be 
considered. Amplitude o f the main mode TE;o and the additional mode i will be given by [94];
^ k W = 4 £ .„ (0 )e x p -V (4.1)
- j jki(z)dz  j j"%yr,Xz)exp - y (4.2)
where z-axis is the direction o f mode propagation and the taper is symmetrical along the z-axis, 
(o) is the amplitude of main mode TE;o at the start o f the taper. A* (z) is the amplitude o f
the mode along the taper, (z) and k'Az) is the mode wavenumber o f TEjo and i
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respectively and (z) is the coupling coefficient of the additional mode from the main mode 
TE/o. As TEyo amplitude is assumed to be constant, the parameter of interest is;
dz\ (4.3)
Since the structure is symmetrical in both E {Electric) and H {Magnetic) planes, the transfer and 
coupling coefficients from Reference [94] does not apply as it is only valid for structures which 
are varying in one plane. The coefficients will be taken from Referenee [93]. Due to this 
symmetrical structure with a propagating main mode TE;o, the modes which can be generated 
from this structure will be of the form TE/TM,„„ {m is odd and n is even) [93].
It is noted that there are three desired modes (TE/o, TE^, and TE50) that need to be controlled. 
The next step is to determine which modes should be considered for cancellation. Reference 
[95] indicates that for the cancellation technique, modes with different wavenumbers would 
require different waveguide taper heights. Thus, the number of segments increases with the 
number of modes required for cancellation. To minimize the number of segments, one set of 
modes (with the highest amplitude generated) is selected with the same wavenumber for 
cancellation.
The tapered structure shown in Figure 4.1 is run in the mode matching simulator to determine 
which modes are significant and the results are shown in Table 4.1. This is to identify which 
modes should be focused on and to compare with the approaches developed and tested in 
References [8 8 ] and [95].
0.60961
<38
Figure 4.1: Tapered Structure to Identify Modes
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Table 4.1: Modes' Amplitude at End of Tapered Structure
Modes Amplitude Obtained for Different Lj  ValuesL y—3 . 1 1 L y = 4 1 T y = 5 . 2 3 8 1
T E yo 0 . 8 4 8 2 4 5 0 . 9 0 0 5 5 8 0 . 9 4 1 4 2 2
TE;2 0.176309 0.144930 0.121424
T M /2 0.410659 0 . 3 4 7 3 3 6 0 . 2 5 7 5 1 2
TEjo 0.204114 0 . 1 7 5 8 6 3 0.141861
TE32 0 . 0 7 7 2 2 3 0.055434 0 . 0 3 0 9 4 0
T M 52 0 . 0 6 5 4 3 9 0.040893 0 . 0 2 5 5 5 8
T E y , 0.015146 0.016928 0.011026
TMy_y 0.156117 0 . 0 8 8 3 1 1 0 . 0 9 2 3 6 1
T E j , 0.007408 0.009408 0 . 0 0 6 3 3 3
T M jy 0.030457 0 . 0 0 9 2 2 7 0.008246
TE,o 0 . 0 4 0 5 3 9 0 . 0 2 8 9 1 0 0 . 0 2 1 8 5 9
T E 52 0.014760 0.010443 0.006134
T M 52 0.012257 0.005827 0.002576
Note: Desired modes shaded in orange, largest unwanted amplitude modes in yellow
From Table 4.1, TE^, and TM/j modes (same wavenumber) are the largest in amplitude among 
the unwanted modes. The focus will be on the cancellation of TE^ and TM ; 2  modes. The 
structure strategy used in this thesis will be built from the approaches developed and tested in 
References [88, 95]. It will therefore have these two aims;
1. Generate required amplitude for the desired TE/o, TE^o and TE^ modes.
2. Cancellation of TEy; and TM/; modes.
With different aperture sizes, the height will change due to the mode types generated. However 
the concept of how the modes are generated will not change and it is up to the antenna designer 
to devise the strategy. A fixed aperture size of 31 is used for study in this thesis.
Consider the relative amplitude factor;
v^+(z)
A/;,. (^)
dz (4.4)
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From Reference [93], the S^j.^ (z) coupling coefficients required are given by;
da,.
dz (4.5)
I Ï2 
-y— dz (4.6)
T^M,„TE,„ (^) -
r j _ '
' y dz
(4.7)
It is noted that the amplitude generated decreases with increasing cross-section waveguide size 
ÜX. Maximum amplitude generation is obtained when;
jA:f“ (z ) -^ ;(z ) jz  = 0 (4.8)
giving;
(^)
(4.9)
which in turn gives;
(^)
(^) «,(0)
4t72
nd -1
Am
-1
In rW
^.(o)
(4.10)
In (4.11)
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In (4.12)
Coupling coefficient is a real number, hence the differential phase
0
contributes the constructive and destructive ability. It is observed that differential phase is 
referred with respect to the main mode TEyo mode and will be applied for the rest o f the thesis. 
The next step is to determine how the differential phase can be applied to the coupling 
coefficient to obtain the desired mode amplitudes.
The relative amplitude in discrete form where the total horn height is taken as L t, relative 
amplitude generated at the end o f Lt is given by;
< ( 4 )
w
s
z=0
exp
0
dz (4.13)
From Equation (4.13), the differential phase is the difference between the total phase of TEyo 
and the mode of interest from the start of propagation. Consider a polar diagram as shown in 
Figure 4.2 for easy illustration assuming all modes start propagating together from 0 point;
Im
± 7T
Re
Figure 4.2: Polar Diagram Illustrating the Discrete Relative Amplitude Equation
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The red line from Figure 4.2 shows that the contribution o f the coupling coefficient with their
differential phases. It is noted from the diagram that the destructive capability starts from y  for
the real part and n  for the imaginary part. As the modes need to use the same taper structure, it 
is necessary to know the differential phase in relationship to height with respect to the different 
modes to pick the best compromised solution. Wavenumber difference can be approximated by;
= k„
= kc
1 -
2
_  ^0 _ Ï _  ^0 .
1
I ^!(z)
2 ~
2 L 0^ . 2 L ^0 _
(4.14)
which gives a differential phase of;
(z)-Ârf'"» {z)dz = - l ) (4.15)
and;
r  ‘ 2k, aX0)a,{z)
(4.16)
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Using the same taper height, same cross-section size;
(4.17)
For TE 3 0 ;
lkf-{z)-kf-{z)dz
=  2  ( 4 . 1 8 )
and for TE5 0 ;
=  6  ( 4 . 1 9 )
This means that for constant taper height, differential phase for every cycle o f TEy^/TMy;, TE50 
would have two cycles and TE50  would have six cycles. The appropriate heights for the taper 
structure are given by;
=  ( 4 . 2 0 )
= (4.21)6;rA „
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^ a{0)a{z) 
nX (4.22)
It is noted that a larger cross-section size would produce a longer taper height for the same 
differential phase. The tapers should be aimed to have a smaller cross-section size to reduce the 
taper height. As the uniform waveguide will be applied later, the height is derived below;
= n-
2ti
T
X
2 tü 2 f  \  mTT 2 f  \nn
m
y
(4.23)
which gives;
n- 2
Ay \  AT
(4.24)
4.4 TEn and TMn Cancellation Technique
In this section when differential phase is stated, it is referred to the differential phase o f TEy^ 
and T M y 2 with respect to T E yo .
There are two methods explored in this section; The first method is from available literature in 
Reference [95]. For horn structure strategy as shown in Figure 4.3, a total differential phase o f 
1.571 from the start o f the uniform waveguide must be used to have TEy^ and TMy^ self­
cancellation at the end of the total waveguide structure. The second method is derived from the
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Solymar model and the polar diagram and shown in Figure 4.3. Three segments are used; V  
segment for initial generation, 2"^ segment for differential phase section (uniform waveguide) 
and 3'^  ^segment for cancellation. This is based on the discrete form of the Solymar model where 
generated amplitudes are real and the {u-dpi) phase section is done to provide a n phasing 
difference for cancellation.
Generation
Cancellation
Phasing
Section1.118À TE 1 2 and TM
TE ;2  and TJV 
starts to 
propagate
Uniform
waveguide
Figure 4.3: Proposed Horn Structure Strategy-TEy^ and TMy^ Self-Cancellation
However the assumption of this second model is that the amplitude generated at each discrete 
point is the same n differential phase later. This assumption is not accurate because the 
amplitude generated reduces with a larger waveguide size. Hence the 3'^  ^ segment's differential 
phase for cancellation may be shorter than the segment for initial generation. A total 
differential phase of {n+dps) is required instead of I.Ste used in Reference [95]. dps must also be 
shorter than 0.571 to gain an advantage over the method used in Reference [95]. The size Qx3 =3 X 
is taken. Since the differential phase are all the same, self-cancellation can be achieved through 
having the same amplitude generation value for the V  and 3'"'^  segment. This gives;
3À
1.12A a (4.25)
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which produces a value of;
a,, =1.83A (4.26)
The taper heights L ; and L3 would therefore be given by;
n
(4.27)
( ^ 2 )
TC<
1.83A 1.83;U U.83A
( ^ 2 )
n
( 2 y -
T V 11.83 1.83
= 2.94A
K
(4.28)
(4.29)
0.6096X 1.12X
Figure 4.4: Calculation o f L/ for TE/^ and TM /;
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From Figure 4,4, Lj is calculated as;
— 1.12A — 0.6096A
Al A
(4.30)
and with Equation (4.26) and;
Z i i= 2 .0 5 A ^  (4.31)
7T
gives;
L ,= 3 . 5 2 À ^  (4.32)
71
The lowest possible value o f dpi must be selected. This restriction is based on the Solymar 
model gradient restriction o f 38° taper. Therefore;
,an(38°)>' T " ° ' T
2 ^ 3 .5 2 ^ ^ !
I ^  J
which gives;
d p ,>022271 (4.34)
It is appropriate to select the smallest possible differential phase for minimum height. To
demonstrate the effect o f the self-cancellation structure, simulation is run at the start and at the
end o f the self-cancellation structure for;
dpj=025n (4.35)
The modes' amplitudes are compared.
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Table 4.2: Modes' Amplitude Comparison with dpi=0.25n^ dp2=0.1Sn and dp3=0.25n at the
Amplitude
M ode Start o f Self-Cancellation 
Structure
End o f Self-Cancellation 
Structure
Percentage
Reduction/%
T E y o 0.857091 0.836720 2.38
T E y ; 0.189515 0.096294 49.2
T M y ; 0.418793 0.199826 52.3
The cancellation structure is observed to significantly decrease the T E y ;  and T M y ;  amplitudes 
by approximately 50%, However the amplitude o f TEyo is around 0.8 which is relatively low. 
This is due to a steeper taper used which takes energy away from the main TEyo mode. It is 
aimed to keep TEyo amplitude to be as high as possible and above 0.9. Higher and identical 
values o f dpi and dp3  are simulated. A maximum value o f 0.5jt is selected to have an advantage 
over the first method.
Table 4.3: Modes' Amplitude Comparison with dp^n-dp i and Varying dpi=dp
Mode Amplitude for dpi=dp3
0.371 0.471 0.577
T E yo 0.872961 0.908630 0.936067
T E y ; 0.082331 0.030616 0.059809
T M y ; 0.200318 0.187902 0.140443
It is observed from Table 4.3 that the desired dpi and dp3  values should be in the range o f 0.471 
to 0.571 for a TEyo amplitude o f above 0.9 and an effective reduction o f the cancellation 
structure. The effectiveness o f the self-cancellation structure for both û^y and dp3  values o f 0.471 
and 0.571 are shown in the following Table 4.4 and Table 4.5.
Table 4.4: Comparison between Start and End o f Self-Cancellation Structure
Amplitude for dpi=dp3=0ATt
Mode Start o f Self-Cancellation  
Structure
End o f Self-Cancellation  
Structure
Percentage
Reduction/%
T E y o 0.918866 0.908630 1.11
T E y ; 0.121776 0.030616 74.9
T M y ; 0.335659 0.187902 44.0
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Table 4.5: Comparison between Start and End o f Self-Cancellation Structure
Mode
Amplitude for dpi=dp3=0.5n
Start o f Self-Cancellation 
Structure
End o f Self-Cancellation  
Structure
Percentage
Reduction/%
T E y o 0.951535 0.936067 1.63
T E y ; 0.082990 0.059809 27.9
T M y ; 0.267440 0.140443 47.5
As shown in Table 4,4 and Table 4.5, the cancellation structure reduces the T E y ;  and T M y ;  
amplitudes. The values o f dpi and dps will be kept in the range o f 0.4tü to 0.571.
Table 4.6: dps values obtained with fixed dpi and dpz with Total Minimum Am plitude o f
T E y ;  a n d  T M y ;
Differential Phase Minimum
Amplitude Amplitude
dpifn dpdn dp3ln | T E y ; | + | T M , ; I T E y ; T M y ; T E y o
0.40 0.60 0.26 0.103811 0.046542 0.057269 0.87272
0.45 0.55 0.29 0.082905 0.071077 0.011828 0.891062
0.50 0.50 0.36 0.098004 0.066360 0.031644 0.917406
Table 4.6 demonstrates that to reduce the T E y ;  and T M y ;  amplitudes to a minimum, dp3  must be 
smaller than dpi. However the TEyo amplitude reduces as well (some to below the desired 
threshold 0.9). This reduction in T E yo  amplitude is due to the steeper gradient o f the 3"  ^
segment.
In order to maintain the reduction in T E y ;  and T M y ;  amplitude and increase T E y o  amplitude, a 
possible method is to increase dp3  and decrease dp2 . The explanation for this method comes 
from the polar diagram where the real part o f the additive discrete amplitude is negative and 
would help cancel part o f the amplitude generated m dpi. The simulation results are shown in 
the following Table 4.7 and Table 4.8. <^y=0.47i and c^y=0.457r are selected for observation.
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Table 4.7: Minimum Total Absolute T E y ;  and T M y ;  Amplitude with dpj=OAn while
Differential Phase MinimumAmplitude Amplitude
dpdn dpdn (dp2 +dp3 )ln | T E y ; | + | T M y ; | T E y ; T M y ; T E y o
0 . 6 0 0.26 0 . 8 6 0 . 1 0 3 8 1 0 . 0 4 6 5 4 0 . 0 5 7 2 7 0.87272
0 . 5 5 0.27 0.82 0.06639 0.05942 0 . 0 0 6 9 7 0.87807
0 . 5 0 0 . 3 0 0.80 0 . 0 7 4 3 0 0.05919 0 . 0 1 5 1 2 0.88969
0.45 0.33 0.78 0.05871 0.05195 0.00676 0.90519
0.40 0.43 0.83 0.05147 0.03245 0.01902 0.92288
0.35 0.47 0.82 0.07218 0.03554 0.03664 0.92653
0 . 3 0 0.50 0.80 0 . 0 8 5 1 3 0.04325 0 . 0 4 1 8 8 0.93345
0.25 0.54 0.79 0 . 0 8 3 1 0 0 . 0 4 8 3 0 0 . 0 3 4 8 0 0.94957
0.20 0 . 6 5 0.85 0 . 0 7 7 5 9 0.02927 0.04832 0.96426
0 . 1 5 0.69 0.84 0 . 1 1 3 8 7 0 . 0 3 9 6 1 0.07426 0.96590
0 . 1 0 0 . 7 1 0 . 8 1 0 . 1 3 1 7 7 0 . 0 5 1 6 0 0 . 0 8 0 1 7 0 . 9 6 7 9 1
0.05 0.75 0.80 0.13598 0 . 0 5 6 6 7 0 . 0 7 9 3 1 0.97347
0.00 0.87 0.87 0 . 1 3 9 4 2 0 . 0 4 2 6 0 0.09682 0.97353
Table 4.8: Minimum Total Absolute T E y ;  and T M y ;  Amplitude with dpi=0A5n while
Differential Phase MinimumAmplitude Amplitude
dpdn dpsin (dp2 +dp3 )ln | T E y ; | + | T M y ; | T E y ; T M y ; T E y o
0 . 5 5 0.29 0 . 8 4 0.08291 0 . 0 7 1 0 8 0.01183 0.89106
0 . 5 0 0.30 0.80 0.08631 0.07235 0 . 0 1 3 9 6 0.89507
0.45 0.34 0.79 0.06468 0.06219 0.00248 i 0.91147
0.40 0.43 0.83 0.06808 0.04276 0.02532 0.92577
0.35 0.48 0.83 0.05030 0.04531 0.00498 i 0.93370
0.30 0.58 0.88 0.07302 0.03615 0.03687 0.95220
0.25 0.70 0.95 0.09354 0.01502 0.07852 0.96749
0.20 0.72 0.92 0.06382 0 . 0 1 5 5 8 0.04824 0.97379
0.15 0.77 0.92 0.07491 0 . 0 1 8 2 0 0 . 0 5 6 7 1 0.97633
0 . 1 0 0.80 0 . 9 0 0.09534 0.02755 0.06779 0.97629
0.05 0.82 0.87 0.09451 0.03350 0 . 0 6 1 0 1 0.97833
0.00 0.94 0.94 0.09925 0.01810 0.08115 0.98000
It is shown that this method allows dp3 to take a larger value and therefore a higher TEyo 
amplitude. The total differential phase dp2 -^dp3  is approximately O.Ste to 0.9n: for all cases. A 
general trend is the smaller dp2  and larger dp3 will produce a higher TEyo amplitude. There must 
be a compromise between the shortest possible height and a minimum threshold o f TEyo 
amplitude because the dp3 will produce a longer height compared to dp2  per unit differential 
phase.
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Since the total differential phase o f dp2 +dp3  are approximately similar for both dp]=OAn and 
<^7=0.4571 cases, dp]=OAn is selected for a shorter height, dp2  is kept in the range from O.SStt to
0.4571 for a shorter dp3  and to obtain a minimum amplitude o f 0.9 for the TEyo mode.
4.5 TE30 Generation
For aperture size o f 31, the maximum amplitude generated for the desired TEjo and TEjo modes 
are;
(^) <1.51n _3_
1.5
= 1.04 (4.36)
and;
(^)
(^)
< —In 
6 2.5
= 0.15 <0.2 (4.37)
The required 0.2 amplitude generation o f TEjo cannot be reached at the aperture size o f 31 so 
the focus will be on TE^o mode generation at the aperture. The structure adopted in this section 
for investigation will build on the structure used for the T E y ;  and T M y ;  cancellation to allow the 
re-use o f the same structure. It is necessary to know how the differential phase is generated for 
each respective mode for the same structure;
(4,38)
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Equation (4.38) means that for the same strueture, the differential phase for TE^o to TE/o will be 
twice that of TEyVTM/^ to TE;o. dp2  with respect to TEy^/TMy  ^has been simulated to be on the 
range o f O.SStt to 0.45jt. This gives dp2  with respect to TE^o to be on the range o f O.Ttt to 0.9îr. 
Differential phase mentioned in this section will be referred to TE^o to TE;o unless otherwise 
stated.
-^ 11 ~
1.5T*1.83A
ttX
(dp )^ = 2.7451^^
7T
(4.39)
( ^ 2 )
1.83 A
n (2 ) ' -
T I V  11.83 y
1 -J(T 1.83
= 1.285A 4^2
71
(4.40)
0.60961 1.51
Figure 4.5: Calculation of Lj for TE.?^ )
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From Figure 4.5, Lj can then be calculated as;
—1.5À —0.6096^
A
(4.41)
and with Equation (4.26) and;
= 2.745A
dp,
n
(4.42)
gives;
A = 1 0 .1 5 2 ^  
n
(4.43)
For dp 1=0 A n  with respect to TE;^ and TM/y, dpi with respect to TE^o is 0.14%. This places the 
E ' segment as generating amplitude for TEjo. The value o f Gxi has also been determined to be 
1.83. This gives a maximum relative amplitude of;
(^)
(^)
<1.51n
1.83
1.5
= 0.298 (4.44)
and shows that the segment to generate TE^o is not sufficient to obtain the required amplitude 
o f 0.33 at the aperture. From the polar diagram in Figure 4.2, the additional phasing section of 
0.8% to % will place the 3'"^  segment in a cancellation mode. The size of the 3''  ^segment produces 
a relative amplitude of;
A e3o (^ ) <1.5 In
1.83
= 0.741 (4.45)
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that is larger than the 1 '^ segment and therefore TE30 will not be cancelled out at the aperture. 
Figure 4.6 shows the strategy used to generate TE3 0 .
Generation o f TE
1.83X
Phasing
Section
Cancellation and 
Generation
ofTE,o
1.51
TE30 starts to 
propagate Uniform
waveguide
Figure 4.6: Proposed Horn Structure Strategy for TE3 0  Generation
31
Table 4.9: TE?» and TE,-/i Generation from Differential Phases for T E 30 to TE
Differential Phase Amplitude
dp, In dpdn dpsin TE 5 , Phase TE 30 Phase T E y o Phase
0.14 1.03 0 . 6 6 0.0515 -62.7'' 0.3898 18.7° 0.9052 143.1°
0.14 0.91 0 . 8 6 0.0424 -175.0° 0.3506 -105.5 0.9229 2 . 1 °
0.14 0.80 0.94 0.0390 170.7° 0.3348 -123.3° 0.9265 -17.2°
0.14 0.80 1 . 0 2 0.0353 157.1° 0.3096 -141.2° 0.9348 -37.1°
A few cases were obtained by varying dp2 and dp2 to obtain the required ratio for TE30 to TEyo 
as shown in Table 4.9. However TE30 is not in phase with TEyo and an additional segment must 
be added as a phasing section. It is not known if  a uniform waveguide or a tapered structure 
would produce a shorter height. From Equation (4.20) and Equation (4.24), a tapered structure 
would give a shorter height with the same phase.
Therefore two types of structures will attempt to achieve the required phase at the aperture;
1. Additional Uniform Waveguide Section.
2. Splitting of the 3''^ ’ segment into two parts.
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5.2U
1.4081 2.801 2.411
0.6096)
Figure 4.7: Optimized Horn Param eters for TE^o Generation with Additional Uniform
Waveguide Segment
1.501 3.351
4.851
0.60961
Figure 4.8: Optimized Horn Param eters for TE?o Generation with Additional T aper
Segment
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Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 show the required horn parameters to obtain the required amplitudes 
and 0 relative phases of TE;o and TEjo using an additional section. An additional taper 
compared to a uniform waveguide segment gives a shorter total segment height. Hence the total 
structure strategy will follow this general structure in Figure 4.8.
4.6 Horn Optimization without Mutual Coupling
For highest efficiency, phase coherence must be achieved for TEyo, TE^o and TEjo modes. As 
the required amplitude generation of TEjo cannot be reached and this generation is only an 
improvement o f 91.1% to 93.3% (i.e. 3.2%), the generation of TE50 to its desired amplitude 
level is placed at a lower priority in this current horn strategy. The last segment will place a 
higher priority on obtaining the desired phase at the aperture. Therefore following the aims of 
the horn strategy, the total horn structure is as shown in the following Figure 4.9;
0.6096X
Figure 4.9: Total Horn S tructure Strategy
It is not possible to obtain the best optimum solution for any optimization problem. The 
approach taken in this thesis is only to demonstrate that mutual coupling can reduce the height 
of the horn. Hence the choice of horn parameters for isolated environment will be for a local 
optimum. All simulations will be done at the centre frequency of 9.6 GHz unless otherwise
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stated. Optimizing the horn structure in mode matching to obtain the required mode amplitudes 
(shown later in the next chapter), the following horn parameter values are obtained which will 
be used in the next chapter;
Table 4.10: Optimized Horn Parameters from M ode M atching Simulator
Parameter Value
Gain/dBi 19.9
a i^/À 1.75
2.70
Li/X 1.10
1.00
1.20
L4 /X 3 2 5
(Li+ L2+ L3+ L4) /X 6.55
In comparison with the available literature Reference [102] for horn strategy, the horn has only 
considered the generation o f modes TElo and TE^o and has a rectangular aperture shape which 
would not be appropriate for dual polarization operation. However there is no quantitative value 
o f the broadside gain or the efficiency o f the horn. The horn strategy also uses a step structure 
instead o f the required tapered structure. Therefore it would not be appropriate for direct 
comparison.
4.7 Summary and Conclusion
The isolated horn structure strategy is investigated and derived in this chapter. This is because it 
is not possible to investigate mutual coupling without modes generated from the horn structure.
Modes for generation, phasing and cancellation are first identified. Solymar model is then 
implemented for the horn strategy. A local optimized horn structure is then simulated from the 
mode matching simulator. This will be used in the next chapter to show the feasibility o f using 
mutual coupling to reduce the height.
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Chapter 5: Mutual Coupling and its Role in the 
Reduction of the Horn Array Height
The objective o f this chapter is to understand how mutual coupling can be effectively 
implemented to minimize the height o f the horn without reducing gain. The required array 
configuration is first investigated to define the case situation for analysis. A numerical 
technique (mode matching) is written and verified to demonstrate the effect o f mutual coupling 
on the modes at the aperture. The effect o f mutual coupling on the modes’ amplitudes and 
phases are observed with a simplified cascade model and modes with significant modal 
coefficients are identified.
Mutual coupling produces a higher gain at the aperture and allows a height reduction. However 
the height reduction technique comes with the cost o f the gain decrease. The advantage o f this 
technique and its operating bandwidth will be investigated at the end of the chapter for both the 
infinite array and the 3x3 finite array.
5.1 Mutual Coupling Phenomenon
Mutual coupling is an effect that will occur in antennas when placed together in an array 
environment and cannot be ignored. This coupling effect occurs due to the transfer o f energy 
from any one antenna to another. This creates a current distribution change on the antenna and 
therefore affects the impedance, return loss [103-106] and radiation pattern [81, 107]. [108]
It is often viewed negatively because it is an additional effect that has to be considered into the 
phased array antenna design and each individual element cannot be considered in isolation. This 
causes additional time to be spent on the antenna design and manufacturing. It is observed that 
this effect is affected by these three factors [103, 105, 107-110];
1. Antenna size.
2. Antenna shape.
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3. Antennas' relative orientation and positioning.
Analysis is done in the far field instead o f the near field [111] because the thesis is only 
interested in the performance of the antenna in the far field (100s o f km away). In this thesis, the 
array antenna with many elements is of interest which will lead to a choice whereby all elements 
will be identical in physical shape and size to reduce manufacturing cost. Therefore only the 
influence o f the elements positioning will be investigated. The study o f mutual coupling for the 
antenna elements generally takes three approaches;
1. Two antenna elements analysis [103-106, 111]
2. Infinite number o f antenna elements analysis [81,91, 107, 108, 112]
3. Finite number o f antenna elements analysis [81, 108]
The infinite analysis is sufficient and can be assumed. This is because most o f the elements in 
the electrically large aperture antenna will exhibit similar behaviour. [81, 108]
5.2 Multimode Horn Antenna Array Configuration
This section investigates the required array configuration to achieve the desired antenna 
parameters. All o f the elements will be designed to have the same physical parameters. This 
allows the following analytical method to be applied where the far field pattern o f an array o f 
identical elements is the multiplication of the element pattern (element radiation pattern in an 
array) and the array factor (affected by the array architecture and relative excitation o f elements) 
[50,81].
Identical behaviour of elements is assumed across the array. This is only correct for infinite 
arrays. It can be taken to approximately approach the infinite array for an electrically large array 
since most o f the elements are functioning in an approximately infinite element environment. 
However there will still be some elements near or at the edges that will deviate from the infinite 
analysis (i.e. not the same environment). This study for a finite array environment will be 
reserved for future work [113]. The focus o f the thesis will be on the behaviour o f the element
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in the infinite array environment. Therefore the above equation applies and only the horn 
element performance in an infinite array environment will be studied in detail. [81, 108]
Performance o f the array is dependent on both the element pattern and the element positioning 
in the array (i.e. array factor). Hence the selection o f the element positioning will be 
investigated. The objective is to reduce the possibility o f grating lobes appearing.
It is obvious that a closer spacing would produce a higher efficient usage o f the total aperture. 
However it is not possible to have 0 spacing between the elements. The spacing between the 
elements is limited by the manufacturing constraints which will change with improvements in 
technology. Placing the elements too far apart will introduce grating lobes which reduce the 
efficiency o f the aperture significantly [108]. The purpose o f this section is therefore to 
determine the optimum position for the elements and the largest possible spacing allowed 
between the elements.
□ □
□
a
0 D D D □ 0 □
D □ □ □ □ □ □
Figure 5.1: Element Position Definition  
[81]
As shown in Figure 5.1, the array factor is given by [81];
ab
X-Xr, mX
a
^ nX mX ^
y - y o  — —b a tan y
(5.1)
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where and radiation in the observed direction and intended direction
respectively;
is the free space wavenumber and the wavenumbers in the observed radiation direction are 
represented by;
= Atq sin^, cos(^, = k^x (5.3)
ky = k, sin e, sin (j), = k^y (5.4)
along the x and y  axes and wavenumbers in the intended radiation direction are represented by;
= K  sin6»o cos^o = âTqXo (5.5)
ky, = k, sin 0 , sin = k ,y ,  (5.6)
along the x and y  axes;
Equation (5.1) indicates that the grating lobes are positioned along the x-plane ( ^ ,= 0 ° )  at 
position of;
sin — sin^Q + ----- (5.7)
a
and along the y-plane {(!>,= 90°) at position of;
sin^, =sin/9o ± |  (5.8)
b a ta n y )
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To reduce the power in the grating lobes, the element pattern must restrict the power within the 
main beam. For a fixed designated radiation direction (^0 ,^ 0 ), the grating lobes are positioned
at a periodic position of
^ mX nX mX ^
along the x and y  axes. Since the square element is
^ mX nX mX ^ . This shows that
a b aXany j
of interest, a square grid will be used which would give
\  a a a tan y
the grating lobes are controlled by two factors; angle y  and spacing a.
In order to achieve the highest possible efficiency, power should be focused in the main beam as 
much as possible, i.e. the grating lobes should be spaced as far apart as possible, y  = 90° gives 
the largest possible spacing between the grating lobes. Hence the elements will be positioned in 
a square grid in the phased array.
Element spacing is determined by how the element pattern can reduce the grating lobes to the 
desired levels. For maximum element spacing, the largest possible beamwidth for the element 
pattern must be taken. Since the element is a multimode horn, the largest possible beamwidth is 
determined by the aperture with the lowest possible amplitude factor: i.e. only TE/o mode at the 
aperture. Phase will be assumed to be constant throughout the aperture as the efficiency o f the 
element aperture must be higher than having only TEyo at the aperture.
Since the analysis follows an infinite array and the elements are aimed to have uniform 
amplitude for maximum efficiency, the maximum sidelobe ratio (without any grating lobes) o f 
the entire array will be taken to be -13.2 dB [50]. The angle o f interest is the nearest grating lobe
, the element patternof the array factor, i.e. sin ' | — | • This means that at the angle sin '
/I 
k a y
should have gain to broadside gain ratio o f -13.2 dB. Since a lower efficiency will produce a 
broader element pattern and the multimode horn will be designed to have efficiencies larger 
than the presence o f only TEyo, the element aperture field distribution is taken as a cosine 
function. It is also known that the element positioning must be larger than the element aperture 
size, i.e.
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The normalized gain for a cosine function over an aperture length/width size o f Qap is given by 
[50];
AG(^) = 201og
( ka„
cos
— (cos<9 + l)^ 
64  ^ ^
sin^
y (5.10)
Calculating Equation (5.10) in Matlab for element aperture size o f 31 and for normalized 
sidelobes gain o f less than -13.2 dB,
^  0.285 (5.11)
which gives;
-> 0 .2 8 5
a
(5.12)
and leads to;
<3.508 (5.13)
Equation (5.13) indicates that to prevent the lobes from reaching normalized gain higher than - 
13.2 dB, the elements should be placed in at most 3.5081 grid spacing or with wall thickness o f
0.2541. For centre frequency of 9.6 GHz, this would mean a wall thickness o f 7.93 mm. 0.5 mm 
copper sheets will be used which is within the gap limit [114].
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5.3 Numerical Technique and Verification
The numerical technique used to analyze the mutual coupling between the array elements is the 
mode matching technique using waveguide and Floquet modes [81, 112, 115]. As this 
numerical technique is a well-known and tested method, the reader is advised to refer to the 
available literature [81,91,96,115].
To verify that this code is correct, it is compared to the simulation and measurement results in 
Reference [91]. As shown in the Figure 5.2 to Figure 5.5, the code is accurate and is applied for 
analysis for the rest of the thesis.
f
I
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Figure 5.2: Mode M atching Code Simulation and M easurement 
Reference [91] Figure 8
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Figure 5.3: Self-W ritten M ode M atching Code compared with 
Reference [91] Figure 8
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Figure 5.4: Mode M atching Code Simulation and M easurement 
Reference [91] Figure 10
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Figure 5.5: Self-W ritten M ode M atching Code compared with 
Reference [91] Figure 10
5.4 Mutual Coupling Interaction Observation Methodology
The section will introduce a methodology which will indicate how the additional modes 
generated from mutual coupling will interact with the modes generated from the horn structure. 
The mode matching model has been verified from the previous section and will be used to 
represent the interactions o f the modes. However the mode matching model is a numerical 
technique and would not be able to show the relation between the many modes arriving at the 
aperture and the influence from mutual coupling on those modes. Therefore a simplified cascade 
model is obtained.
It is only done for observation purposes and will not be used for the results obtained in the later 
part of this chapter.
5.4.1 Simplified Cascade Model
The simplified cascade model is obtained in this section as shown in Figure 5.6 to facilitate the 
observation of mutual coupling interaction at the aperture with respect to the modes.
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Figure 5.6: S-Param eter Cascading Model
The cascading law used is given by;
[c]=fëM-kJs.;Fk]
Horn Structure Mutual Coupling
(5.14)
To simplify the model further, assumptions o f the simplified model are;
1. All modes (including each mode’s forward and backward wave) do not couple to each 
other. This is applied to the low angle linear tapered horn structure [91]. Reflection can 
thus be ignored.
2. Mutual coupling contribution is low for electrically large element apertures [92]. 
Reflection from mutual coupling can therefore be ignored.
The parameter o f interest for the mutual coupling interaction is the s-parameter ]. Applying 
the assumptions to the cascading law, thus and can be assumed to be negligible [81];
(5.15)
In order to verify that this simplified cascade is appropriate, verification is carried out with 
Reference [91] and shown in Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8. It is shown that for where mutual 
coupling is significant in Figure 5.7, the simplified cascade model fails. This is because for that 
particular case, mutual coupling is observed to have a considerable effect on the array element 
performance [91].
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Figure 5.7: Normal and Simplified Cascade Comparison for M ode M atching M odel for
Reference [91] Figure 8
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Figure 5.8: Normal and Simplified Cascade Comparison for Mode M atching M odel for
Reference [91] Figure 10
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Figure 5.9: Normal and Simplified Cascade Comparison for M ode M atching M odel for
31x31 at 14.25 GHz
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Figure 5.10: Normal and Simplified Cascade Comparison for M ode M atching M odel for
31x31 for 9.6 GHz
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Comparison is made for the 31x31 aperture size with 21 height with 0.75 inch square 
waveguide input at 14.25 GHz and 9.6 GHz to demonstrate that at this size, the simplified 
cascade model holds for broadside radiation. It is shown from Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 that 
there is not much difference in the normal and simplified cascade models for the electrical 
aperture size o f 31x31. Therefore the simplified cascade model can be used to represent the 
mutual coupling effect at the element aperture.
5.4.2 Mutual Coupling Modes Representation
To represent the mutual coupling effect, the modal coefficients arriving and generated at the 
aperture due to mutual coupling as shown in Figure 5.11 are compared for each individual 
transmitted mode.
Aperture
Individual
Transmitted
waveguide
mode
Figure 5.11: M ethodology Illustration for Modes Generated due to M utual Coupling with 
respect to a Transmitted W aveguide Mode
As shown earlier, the simplified cascade model can be used. However the output o f the cascade 
is currently with regard to floquet modes and there is an additional step needed to obtain 
information on how mutual coupling affects the modes at the aperture. This is done by taking 
each [5 '^ ] component to be represented by converting the n floquet modes to waveguide 
mode modal coefficient at the aperture [81];
-e:‘clS (5.16)
where wg represents the waveguide mode, fq  represents the floquet mode, is the modal 
coefficient o f the m'^ waveguide mode at the aperture, V /‘^ is the modal coefficient o f the
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floquet mode at the aperture and is represented by ] from the waveguide to the floquet 
mode matching simulation, is the floquet modal function, is the m‘^  waveguide modal 
function and S  is the unit cell area in the array.
This is a fundamental equation o f the mode matching model which is re-used to obtain back the 
waveguide modes information from the floquet modes. Therefore, to represent how the modes 
arriving at the aperture are affected by mutual coupling is given by;
f e ] =  -e 7 --d S  (5.17)
0 s
where w gapjn  is the waveguide mode at the aperture, wgi_p is the incident waveguide 
mode arriving at the aperture and fq_n  is the floquet mode at the aperture.
5.4.3 Simulated Observation of Mutual Coupling Effect
From the previous section, the desired amplitude levels o f the TE^o {m odd) modes which 
contribute to the efficiency o f the aperture is in the ratio 1/m with 0 phase difference. It is also 
known that the input waveguide mode at the start o f the horn aperture must be TE^o and gives 
column vector ]•
From Equation (5.17);
f e j = k l ' f c j = k i '
1Z0°
(5.18)
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[s^i ] ' is obtained from the mode matching simulation. Modes with significant contribution 
1Z0°
from ' are shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Significant Modes Contribution to provide Desired M ode Amplitudes
Mode
Desired 
Amplitude 
Ratio at 
Aperture
Required 
Amplitude 
Arriving at 
Aperture
Required 
Amplitude 
Ratio Arriving 
at Aperture
Required 
Phase 
Arriving at 
Aperture 
/Degrees
TE;o 1 1.00776 1 -0.2278
TE ;2 0 0.00517 0.005132 -42.315
TM /2 0 0.01078 0.010697 -34.93
TEw 0.3333 0.34141 0.338785 0.0323
TEw 0 0.00449 0.004457 -29.118
TM,, 0 0.00428 0.004251 -28.252
TE;, 0 0.00443 0.004395 -50.524
TM;, 0 0.01446 0.014352 -33.965
TE5, 0 0.00345 0.00342 -14.581
TMj, 0 0.00785 0.007792 -18.444
TEw 0 . 2 0.21294 0.211297 0.3923
TE% 0 0.00322 0.003199 -44.914
TMj2 0 0.00377 0.003746 -9.9396
Note: (1) The highlighted cells are the desired modes at the aperture.
(2) Frequency 9.6 GHz, 3X waveguide aperture and 1 mm gap..
Table 5.1 shows mutual coupling for that particular size and spacing;
1 . reduces the amplitude of the desired aperture modes.
2 . does not change the phase of the desired aperture modes significantly.
3. requires the presence of other unwanted modes to provide the required amplitudes.
This means that with the presence o f mutual coupling, the horn height would be allowed to 
generate larger mode amplitudes and may therefore produce a shorter horn height.
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Although the horn’s s-parameter representation is unknown, it is still dependent on the
limitations o f the mode generation from the horn height. Comparison must be done with the 
taper structure model to see if  the horn height can produce the required [Sjte,, ] •
5.5 The Reduction of Horn Height using Mutuai Coupiing
To demonstrate how mutual coupling affects the aperture efficiency, gain is taken at broadside 
with an increasing gap as shown in Figure 5.12. For comparison with element gain without 
influence o f mutual coupling, the broadside gain o f the element in the large ground plane and 
with infinite elements is taken in the mode matching simulator.
Waveguide
Aperture
Gap
Waveguide
Aperture
Gap/2
Figure 5.12: M utual Coupling Simulation
There will be two parameters that can be adjusted; cross-sectional size and taper height. As 
shown in section 4.3, if  the cross-sectional size were to be reduced or increased, the taper height 
would need to be reduced or increased to achieve the same phase. It would therefore not reflect 
the advantage of mutual coupling for a particular design. Hence in this research, only the taper 
height will be reduced to show the advantage o f mutual coupling.
The efficiency is taken for the locally optimized case determined in the previous chapter. It is 
shown in Figure 5.13 that the efficiency generally decreases with the gap increase. It has been 
shown earlier that mutual coupling has an effect on the modes' amplitudes. Therefore mutual
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coupling is not detrimental to the efficiency o f the element cell. This justifies the advantage of 
placing the elements as close as possible.
i
95
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50
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
Gap/mm
Figure 5.13: Element Cell Efficiency against Gap
Table 5.2: Broadside Gain Simulation
Case Broadside Gain/dBi Return Loss/dB
Single Horn in Infinite Ground Plane 19.99 -29.28
Horn Element in Array with 0 mm Gap 20.16 -28.12
Horn Element in Array with 1 mm Gap 20.17 -29.88
It is observed that mutual coupling does not affect the return loss and gain significantly and is 
still within the acceptable boundaries for SAR operation.
With 0 mm spacing, mutual coupling produces a higher gain and efficiency. Unfortunately it is 
not possible to simulate 0 mm spacing in HFSS or in the real world. The 1 mm spacing was 
taken with the available metal thickness of 0.5 mm for construction in the real world. There is 
also not much difference between the array element gain with 0 mm and 1 mm spacing. As the 
isolated single horn efficiency does not consider the ground plane size, the gain is compared 
instead.
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The taper height reduction is carried out using mode matching simulation and shown in Figure 
5.14 to Figure 5.17 for each individual segment.
20.2
20.15 -
20.1 -
20.05 -
20 -
M 19.95 -
19.9 -
19.85
0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 1 1.10.7 1.05
S eg m en t 1 H eightA .
Figure 5.14: Broadside Gain against Segment I Height
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Figure 5.15: Broadside Gain against Segment 2 Height
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Figure 5.16: Broadside Gain against Segment 3 Height
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Figure 5.17: Broadside Gain against Segment 4 Height
Table 5.3: Height Reduction for Individual Segments
Parameters Segment
1 2 3 4
Initial Height/A 1.10 1.00 1.20 3J^
Final Height/A 0.73 0.76 0.95 2 j #
Height Reduction/A 0.37 0.24 0.25 0.40
Return Loss/dB -18.20 -25.72 -30.63 -31.82
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From Table 5.3, it is shown that mutual coupling can reduce the elements' height by 0.41. The 
closer the segment height reduction is to the horn input, the higher the return loss. This is 
reflective o f the horn strategy derived in the previous chapter as the segment furthest away from 
the horn input is used for phase correction.
A smaller height represents a larger angle. The presence o f mutual coupling reduces the modes' 
amplitudes (including the unwanted ones) at the aperture which leads to a higher gain. This 
allows the unwanted modes to increase their amplitude to decrease back to the gain obtained 
without the presence o f mutual coupling. This explains the reduction in broadside gain when 
there is a reduction in height.
To verify this observation, the modes' amplitudes are observed with the height reductions in the 
following sections. Differential phase for TE 3 0  and TE50 to TEyo will also be observed. The 
results are shown in the Appendix A.
5.5.1 Discussion and Analysis of Modes’ Amplitudes and 
Differential Phases to TE^ o
The horn strategy used to achieve higher gain uses the superposition o f appropriate amplitude 
and phased TE^o modes (where m is odd) and the suppression o f TEy^ and TMy^ modes. 
Coherent phase for the T E »,o  modes is also essential, i.e. differential phase o f T E »,o  to TEyo is 0 . 
Hence interest is on the effect o f mutual coupling on these modes.
T E y o  mode contributes the most (around 0.9 in amplitude) and is therefore critical. However 
mutual coupling decreases TEyo for all segments 1 to 4 as shown in Figure A .l to A.4 and does 
not contribute to the increase in gain. Fortunately the decrease is not significant (less than 0.01 
in amplitude) and is consistent across the segment height. It is therefore noted that the increase 
in gain comes from the other T E „,o  modes and the decrease in the amplitude for the unwanted 
modes.
Mutual coupling has almost negligible effect on the TE^o mode amplitude (Figure A. 13 to A. 15) 
except for segment 4 when the amplitude decreased with the height decrease and to the required
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amplitude o f 0.33 as shown in Figure A. 16. Only segment 4 had a reduction in the differential 
phase o f TE50 to TEyo due to mutual coupling compared to the other segments as seen in Figure 
A. 17 to A.20. This helped in reducing the height further for segment 4 compared to the other 
segments.
For T E  JO, mutual coupling reduces the amplitude and absolute differential phase o f T E j o  to T E y o  
for segment 1 to 3 (Figure A.37 to A.39 and A.41 to A.43 respectively). For segment 4, the 
amplitude (Figure A.40) and absolute differential phase (Figure A.44) increased at the end due 
to mutual coupling. The absolute differential phase value at the end of segment 4 is above 90° 
and causes the TEjo mode to reduce the gain. Therefore mutual coupling for the TEjo mode is 
detrimental for the gain. Fortunately the contribution o f TEjo mode is not significant to begin 
with (approximately 0.04) and there is sufficient decrease in the unwanted modes to provide an 
overall gain increase.
With regards to the TE^ and TMy  ^modes, their amplitudes are reduced slightly and therefore do 
not affect the gain significantly. As shown in Appendix A, the general observation o f the 
influence o f mutual coupling decreases most of the unwanted modes' amplitudes (T E y.y , T M y.y, 
E E 3 4 , T M j^ , T E 5 2 ) .
As the effect o f mutual coupling decreases more modes' amplitudes than increase them, this 
results in the gain increase. The consistent difference or neutrality o f amplitudes and phases for 
some of the modes between isolated and mutual coupling also demonstrates that a bandwidth 
where mutual coupling gives a higher gain could be obtained. This characteristic is also due to 
the taper structure which generates constant mode amplitudes over the varied wavelength as 
shown in the figures in Appendix A.
5.6 3x3 Finite Array in HFSS
In order to verify the effectiveness o f this technique, the centre element in the small finite array
o f 3x3 elements and the single element with the same total aperture area are simulated and
compared in Ansoft HFSS as shown in Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19. The small array size is not
representative o f the large or infinite array and is used as a verification. The simulation was set
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to be done at a single frequency of 9.6 GHz. Return loss, total gain, co-polarization and cross­
polarization gain are obtained in the E and H planes for both isolated and mutual coupling 
environments.
Figure 5.18: HFSS Simulation o f Isolated Element with 3x3 Array Total Aperture Area
Figure 5.19: HFSS Simulation o f 3x3 Finite Array
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Table 5.4: 3x3 Finite Array Centre Element Performance
Performance Parameter Isolated M utual Coupling
Peak Gain/dBi 20.39 20.54
Return Loss/dB -29.46 -29.95
Ü
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Figure 5.20: Normalized Total Gain in E-Plane
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Figure 5.21: Normalized Total Gain in H-Plane
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Figure 5.22: Normalized Cross-Polarization Gain in E-Plane
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Figure 5.23: Normalized Cross-Polarization Gain in H-Plane
It is shown in Table 5.4, Figure 5.20 and Figure 5.21 that the gain obtained from mutual 
coupling in the 3x3 finite array is larger than in isolation and it is consistent through the main 
lobe. This height reduction concept is also applicable to small finite arrays. The height reduction 
also does not affect the normalized cross-polarization and is kept below -60 dB as shown in 
Figure 5.22 and 5.23. HFSS simulation is carried out to achieve the same broadside gain in 
isolation (20.39 dBi) with height reduction and the results are presented in Table 5.5. Return 
loss increases with the segment height reduction closer to the horn input.
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Table 5.5; Segment 1-4 Height Reduction and Parameters
Parameters Segment1 2 3 4
Initial Height/A 1.10 1.00 1.20 3.25
Final Height/A 0.76 0.79 1.05 3.13
Height Reduction/2 0.34 0.21 0.15 0.12
Return Loss after Height 
Reduction/dB -17.44 -23.48 -38.28 -38.33
Minimum Cross-Polarization  
Isolation in Main Lobe in £  and H  
Plane after Height Reduction/dB
-27.14 -39.90 -36.13 -30.45
From Table 5.5, it is noted that the height reduction is larger at the segments away from the 
aperture for the finite array, which has a different trend from the infinite array. This discrepancy 
comes from the difference in mutual coupling behaviour between the small finite and the 
infinite array. However the return loss increases as it gets closer to the horn input and is similar 
in behaviour to the infinite array.
As this thesis covers an electrically large array, the small finite array is not representative for the 
antenna investigated.
5.7 The Advantage of Height Reduction Technique
As the reduction in height decreases the gain o f the horn element in the array, the section 
considers if  this reduction in height is worth the decrease in gain. This is because the gain 
decrease would result in a larger required aperture area. The results for comparison are done for 
both the infinite array (mode matching model) and the centre element in the 3x3 finite array 
(HFSS).
The parameter o f comparison is the active element electrical volume needed to achieve the same 
gain before and after the height reduction. It is assumed that the efficiency remains the same 
regardless o f the increase in active element aperture size.
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5.7.1 Infinite Array Electrical Volume Reduction Analysis
The mode matching simulator is used to compare the gain obtained from the isolated element 
and in the presence o f other elements for infinite analysis. For consistent comparison, the square 
element aperture area is taken to be (31+1 mm)x (31+1 mm) and at 9.6 GHz. This gives an 
element electrical area of;
A _  ( 3 2  + Im m y  _
2 -  22 =9-193 (5.19)
Efficiency for isolated element aperture gain o f 19.99 dBi and active element aperture gain o f 
20.17 dBi are 86.3638% and 90.0185% respectively. Therefore the electrical area required to 
achieve the 20.17 dBi gain (mutual coupling condition) with efficiency o f 86.3638 % is;
10 log x86.3638%''
V ^9.6G//z
= 20.17 dBi (5.20)
73
^9.6G H z
= 9.582 (5.21)
where A^ evo is the physical area required to achieve 20.17 dBi with aperture efficiency o f 
86.3638%. For comparison with the higher efficiency o f 90.0185%,
"^''•■ = 9.193 (5.22)02
^9.6G H z
where Ago% is the physical area with aperture efficiency o f 90.0185%. The active element 
electrieal volume for the following efficieneies to achieve 20.17 dBi is given by;
=9.582x6.15 = 58.9 (5.23)13
^9.6G H z
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and;
9^0% . = 9,193 X 6.55 = 60.2 (5.24)13
^9.6G H z
where £86% and £90% are the active element physical volume for aperture efficiencies o f 
86.3638% and 90.0185% respectively.
It is shown that the height reduction technique using mutual coupling although requiring a 
larger aperture area, reduces the total volume o f the active element for this particular case. It is 
also noted that it is not a generalized case because it is only for this particular horn strategy and 
aperture size. However this method of comparison should be used to justify if  the height 
reduction technique is worth the gain reduction.
5.7.2 3x3 Finite Array Electrical Volume Reduction Analysis
The approach taken for the small finite array will be use the total array aperture array to test the 
effectiveness o f the small finite array. This is to take the ground plane into consideration. For 
consistent comparison, the total finite array aperture area o f {3x(31+l mm)}x {3x(31+l mm)} 
at 9.6 GHz is taken. This gives an electrical area of;
A _  [ 3  X (3A + lmm)Y _
= 82.737 (5.25)
^9 .6G H z ^9.6G H z
For the 3x3 finite array analysis in HFSS, efficieney o f the isolated element gain with the same 
ground plane size is 20.39 dBi and active element gain is 20.54 dBi are 10.52% and 10.89% 
respectively. Therefore electrical area to obtain 20.54 dBi with efficiency o f 10.52% is;
A jrA
10 log ^ X 10.52178%
V ^.(>GHz
= 20.54 dBi (5.26)
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" ^ ' " " " = 85.659 ( 5 .27)73
^9.èGHz
where ^ 10.52% is the physical area required to achieve 20.54 dBi with aperture efficiency of 
10.52%. For comparison with the higher frequency o f 10.89%;
+ 1 ^  = 82.737 (5.28)
^9 .6G H z
where ^ 10.89% is the physical area required to achieve 20.54 dBi with aperture efficiency o f 
10.89%. The active element electrical volume for the following efficiencies to achieve 20.54 
dBi is given by;
= 85.659 X 6.21 = 531.942 (5.29)
and;
1^0.89%. ^  3 2 , 7 3 7  X 6.55 = 541.927 (5 .3 0 )13
^9.6G H z
where £ 10.52% and £ 10.89% are the physieal volume for aperture efficiencies o f 10.52% and 
10.89% respectively. It is shown that for the small finite 3x3 array, there is also a decrease in 
the physical volume as a result o f this height reduction technique.
5.8 Operating Bandwidth
Simulations were carried out to demonstrate the feasibility o f the mutual coupling technique in
reducing the horn height at a single frequency. It is noted that the required bandwidth for this
thesis is only 30 MHz (i.e. 0.32% o f the centre frequency 9.6 GHz) and can be neglected.
Simulation results also showed the change in modes' amplitudes and differential phases were
consistent across the wavelength for most o f the modes. Therefore mutual coupling can produce
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higher broadside gain compared to an isolated element for this strueture in a frequency 
bandwidth range. It also allows the height reduction technique to function over a frequency 
bandwidth range.
The term "bandwidth" can cover a very large scope and in this thesis it will be defined as how 
much of frequency bandwidth can the segment reduction technique maintain a smaller active 
element volume. The scope will be limited to infinite analysis for relevance to the context o f a 
large aperture antenna. The 4'^ segment o f the horn is selected for observation purposes because 
of its largest height reduction among the segments. For each frequency, the 4'^ segment is 
decreased till broadside gain in mutual coupling condition is the same as in isolation. The active 
element volume required to obtain the same equivalent gain in an array before and after height 
reduction is compared.
It is found that the lower frequency bandwidth limit could not be found despite reducing to 8  
GHz (till TE50 becomes evanescent). This is because the optimized physical height for the 
segment 4 at the frequencies lower than 9.6 GHz are smaller than at 9.6 GHz as shown in Figure 
5.24. For frequencies above 9.6 GHz, the isolated horn gain was higher than the horn design 
with the reduced segments. Therefore the height must be slightly raised to accommodate the 
additional bandwidth for the higher frequencies. Simulation is done till the reduced segment 
gain is achieved to be the same as the original horn size isolated gain. It is noted that the 
required segment 4 physical height increases with increasing frequency. Hence there is a 
bandwidth limit for the higher frequency.
It is shown in Table 5.6 that the total volume decreases as a result o f this technique over a range 
of frequencies and satisfies the 30 MHz bandwidth. The volume decrease comes towards the 
smallest at 10.2 GHz but then increases again. It is thus thought that the highest frequency limit 
for the mutual coupling technique will be taken at 10.2 GHz.
Therefore the bandwidth is defined to be when the efficiency o f the horn broadside gain is 
higher than 81% (above the efficiency o f having only TE;o at the aperture) and has a smaller 
total volume for equivalent gain as shown in Table 5.7. This parameter is dependent on the 
antenna design and not on the feasibility of the technique. The bandwidth is from 8.80 GHz to 
10.0 GHz.
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Table 5.6: Height Reduction for Different Frequencies
Frequency
/GHz
Square
Aperture
Width/X
Original
Total
Height/X
Reduced
Total
Height/X
Segment 4 
Height
Total Volume to 
Achieve Equivalent 
Gain/X^
X9 .6 GHZ X
Before
Height
Reduction
After
Height
Reduction
8.00 2.527 5.46 3.13 0.46 0.38 34.9 20.2
8.20 2.590 5.59 3.29 0.55 0.47 37.5 22.4
8.40 2.653 5.73 3.54 0.75 0.66 40.3 25.5
8.60 2.716 5.87 3.85 1.00 0.90 43.3 28.9
8.80 2.779 6.00 4.45 1.55 1.42 46.3 36.0
9.00 2.843 6.14 4.92 1.95 1.83 49.6 40.9
9.20 2.906 6.28 5.32 2.25 2.20 53.0 44.9
9.40 2.969 6.41 5.73 2.55 2.50 56.5 52.5
9.60 3.032 6.55 6.15 2.85 2.85 60.2 58.9
9.80 3.095 6.69 6.39 2.93 3.00 64.1 63.1
10.00 3.158 6.82 6.54 2.98 3.10 68.0 66.7
10.20 3.222 6.96 6.80 3.10 3.29 72.2 72.1
10.30 3.253 7.03 6.79 3.03 3.25 74.4 74.0
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Table 5.7; Mutual Coupling Aperture Efficiency with respect to Frequency
Frequency/GHz
Aperture Efficiency with Mutual Coupling/%
Before Height Reduction After Height Reduction
8.60 79.0 77.4
8.80 84.3 80.5
9.00 85.6 93.1
9.20 89.9 85.2
9.40 89.8 86.4
9.60 89.8 86.6
9.80 87.4 84.8
10.0 83.3 81.6
10.2 79.3 77.7
5.9 Summary and Conclusion
This chapter investigates the feasibility of using mutual coupling as a technique to reduce the 
horn height. The square grid array configuration is first selected to minimize the appearance o f 
grating lobes. The choice o f the 1 mm gap between the 31 x 31 array elements will not produce 
grating lobes for broadside radiation. The aperture modes generated before and after mutual 
coupling are compared. It is found that mutual coupling affects the modes at the aperture. There 
is found to be a decrease and neutral effect in most o f the modes' amplitudes which aids in the 
gain increase. The required TE^ o^ modes are also reduced and this characteristic allows a shorter 
height to generate higher TE^o amplitudes at the aperture.
However this technique with its height reduction reduces the gain as well. Therefore the next 
step is to determine if  the decrease in height is worth the decrease in gain. The element electrical 
volume parameter is selected for comparison and it is shown that the height reduction technique 
produces a smaller active element electrical volume with the same gain. It is found that for a 
smaller electrical volume and efficiency above 81 %, the bandwidth is from 8.8 GHz to 10.0 
GHz.
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Chapter 6: Final Discussion and Conclusion
This chapter summarizes the contributions o f this research, concludes the thesis and states the 
future work which will build on the research o f this thesis.
6.1 Final Discussion on the Research Contributions
This objective o f this research is to propose a cost-effective solution to monitor deforestation. 
For an area to be recognized as being deforested as defined by the FAO, it must be larger than 
100 m X 100 m. 30 m X 30 m resolution has been selected to provide at least nine pixels within 
the 100 m X 100 m for better detection. As deforestation occurs on a daily rate, RADAR is 
selected based on its ability to observe the ground regardless o f day or night. Satellite altitudes 
are desirable because o f the larger coverage areas compared to airborne.
However any system would have many aspects to cover and would be unable to be covered in a 
thesis. Therefore the research scope is narrowed to consider a cost-effective solution from the 
antenna aspect while keeping in mind the main objective. A satellite platform is selected over 
airborne because o f a faster and larger area coverage. It is then found that SAR gives the 
smallest antenna size for the same resolution at LEO altitudes. At the start o f the research 
LFMCW was also under consideration, therefore both pulsed and LFMCW RADAR 
configurations are contemplated for the antenna design. Stripmap operation is selected due to 
the lack o f knowledge on scanSAR operation for LFMCW RADAR. A set o f general required 
characteristics are obtained for the antenna; namely at a centre frequency o f 9.6 GHz at X-band 
for a smaller physical antenna area, narrow bandwidth o f 30 MHz, linear dual polarization, a 
large aspect ratio and single beam operation. This is reflected in chapter two o f this thesis.
From the review of the literature, the physical limitations o f the antenna design are investigated. 
It is also shown that the large aspect ratio phased array is desired for stripmap operation. This is 
to obtain a larger coverage area in the across-track direction. The electrically large multimode 
square horn element is selected because this would reduce the feeding network size with lesser
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elements. The scope o f the antenna design is then further focused towards the consideration of 
the multimode horn element.
The multimode horn has the following advantage; the element aperture efficiency increases with 
aperture size. Due to the manufacturing cost consideration, the number o f degrees o f freedom 
should be reduced as much as possible. Thus the horn structure is restricted to only tapers. 
However the multimode horn has a main disadvantage; the height o f the horn increases with the 
need to manipulate the horn structure to achieve the required amplitude levels for the desired 
TEmo modes (where m is odd). The key issue o f the horn element design is to reduce the horn 
height without sacrificing horn aperture efficiency.
Available literature shows that the current approach in reducing the horn height is an 
optimization of the horn structure with knowledge o f the modes' amplitude generation. The 
novelty o f the research was then directed towards proving that mutual coupling can be an 
advantage in reducing the height o f the horn.
Before mutual coupling in the array can be investigated, the positioning o f the element in the 
array must be selected. Due to the large number o f 162 elements used in the phased array, the 
infinite analysis can be applied. It is shown that the square grid for the elements and minimum 
consecutive element positioning (metal thickness used to manufacture the horn element) is 
satisfied to prevent grating lobes from appearing. This maintains the aperture efficiency o f the 
phased array without losing energy through the grating lobes.
The infinite analysis allows individual analysis o f a single element aperture. Thus, the next step 
is to determine what the maximum gain o f the single horn element without the influence o f 
mutual coupling. This is to demonstrate the mutual coupling effect. The analytical Solymar 
model was used to implement the horn strategy. The local optimum structure obtained from the 
Solymar model is run in mode matching and HFSS.
Mutual coupling is implemented only for the 31 x 3X horn aperture. Although the numerical 
model used for analysis is extendable to all sizes, mutual coupling has to be implemented 
individually on a case by case basis. This is because for each aperture size, there could be many
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different strategies that could be used, depending on the antenna designer. Therefore a single 
strategy case for 31 x 31 is selected to demonstrate the advantage o f mutual coupling.
It is shown that mutual coupling increases the gain and decreases the modes' amplitude at the 
aperture. As shown from the Solymar model, a steeper gradient will produce a higher mode 
amplitude. This allows a horn height reduction o f 0.41 for the infinite array and 0.31 for the 3x3 
small finite array which gives a smaller electrical volume for the infinite array for the required 
bandwidth o f 30 MHz and up to the highest frequency at 10.2 GHz.
6.2 Conclusion and Future Work
The current approach to minimizing the height o f the multimode horn is through knowledge o f 
mode amplitude generation. The novel approach taken in this thesis is to investigate the effect 
of mutual coupling and how it may be utilized as an advantage; i.e. to reduce the height o f the 
horn without sacrificing the aperture efficiency. Simulation results have shown that mutual 
coupling can be implemented to decrease the horn height.
The antenna design only considered the case o f radiation in the broadside direction. Future work 
should consider whether the mutual coupling effect can maintain its advantage for radiation 
directions away from the broadside.
Analysis for mutual coupling in the multimode horn array uses a numerical technique which 
makes parametric analysis difficult. A proven method is used because o f the need to verify that 
mutual coupling can be used to reduce the element height. Therefore it would be o f interest to 
investigate this phenomenon in analytical form for future work. It is noted that there is currently 
no parametric analytical model for mutual coupling for the many modes in the electrically large 
horn element.
The simulation assumption used in this thesis uses an infinite element analysis. Although this is
valid for the electrically large aperture employed, it is still not representative o f the performance
of the entire array. The finite environment should be the next stage for analysis after the infinite
analysis is done. Models and studies done on the mutual coupling effect has been done on finite
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arrays and should be applied accordingly [81, 108, 113]. It is noted that this study should only 
be done to determine how much performance will vary from the infinite analysis. However it is 
expected not to be significantly affected due to the large number o f elements in the array [108].
The comparison o f antenna design cost would not be complete without the consideration o f the 
feeding network. The type and size o f the feeding network with the combination o f the 
transmitters/receivers should be compared together with the elements in the array.
Mutual coupling has often been viewed negatively because o f the need to adjust the antenna 
parameters to obtain back the initial performance o f the element without the presence o f other 
elements i.e. to minimize its effect. This research has achieved its aim of showing that mutual 
coupling can be used to reduce the horn elements' height in the array. It is hoped that this 
research will change mindsets and spark future research to utilize mutual coupling.
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A.3 Segment Height Effect on TM12 Mode Amplitude
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Figure A.13: TEjo Amplitude against Segment 1 Height
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Figure A.14: Amplitude against Segment 2 Height
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Figure A.15: TE50 Amplitude against Segment 3 Height
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Figure A.16: TE30 Amplitude against Segment 4 Height
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A.5 Segment Height Effect on TE3 0 to TE10 Differential 
Phase
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Figure A.17: TE^o-TE;^ Differential Phase against Segment 1 Height
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Figure A.18: TE^g-TEjo Differential Phase against Segment 2 Height
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Figure A.19: TEjg-TE;o Differential Phase against Segment 3 Height
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Figure A.20: TEjo-TE/o Differential Phase against Segment 4 Height
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A . 6 Segment Height Effect on TE32 Mode Amplitude
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Figure A.21: TE32 Amplitude against Segment 1 Height
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Figure A.22: TE52 Amplitude against Segment 2 Height
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Figure A.23: TEj^ Amplitude against Segment 3 Height
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Figure A.24: TE32 Amplitude against Segment 4 Height
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A  7 Segment Height Effect on TM3 2  Mode Amplitude
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Figure A.25: TM 52 Amplitude against Segment 1 Height
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Figure A.26: TMj^ Amplitude against Segment 2 Height
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Figure A.27: TM 52 Amplitude against Segment 3 Height
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Figure A.28: TM 52 Amplitude against Segment 4 Height
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A.8 Segment Height Effect on TEu Mode Amplitude
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Figure A.29: TE;./ Amplitude against Segment 1 Height
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Figure A.30: TE;./ Amplitude against Segment 2 Height
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Figure A.31: Amplitude against Segment 3 Height
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Figure A.32: Amplitude against Segment 4 Height
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A.9 Segment Height Effect on TMu Mode Amplitude
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Figure A.33: TM/./ Amplitude against Segment 1 Height
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Figure A.34: TM.14 Amplitude against Segment 2 Height
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Figure A.35: Amplitude against Segment 3 Height
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Figure A.36: TM 74 Amplitude against Segment 4 Height
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A.10 Segment Height Effect on TE50 Mode Amplitude
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Figure A.37: TE50 Amplitude against Segment 1 Height
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Figure A.38: TE50 Amplitude against Segment 2 Height
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Figure A.39: TEjg Amplitude against Segment 3 Height
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Figure A.40: TEjg Amplitude against Segment 4 Height
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A. 11 Segment Height Effect on TE50 to TE10 Differential
Phase
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Figure A.41: TEjo-TEjg Differential Phase against Segment 1 Height
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Figure A.42: TEso-TEjo Differential Phase against Segment 2 Height
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Figure A.43: TEjo-TE^o Differential Phase against Segment 3 Height
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Figure A.44: TEjg-TEjg Differential Phase against Segment 4 Height
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A  72 Segment Height Effect on TE3 4  Mode Amplitude
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Figure A.45: Amplitude for Segment 1 Height
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Figure A.46: TEj./ Amplitude against Segment 2 Height
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Figure A.47: TEj.  ^Amplitude against Segment 3 Height
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Figure A.48: TE5./ Amplitude against Segment 4 Height
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A.13 Segment Height Effect on TM3 4  Mode Amplitude
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Figure A.49: TMj./ Amplitude against Segment 1 Height
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Figure A.50: TMj./ Amplitude against Segment 2 Height
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Figure A.51: TM .^^  Amplitude against Segment 3 Height
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Figure A.52: Amplitude against Segment 4 Height
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Æ 1 4 Segment Height Effect on TE52 Mode Amplitude
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Figure A.53: TEj; Amplitude against Segment 1 Height
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Figure A.54: TE52 Amplitude against Segment 2 Height
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Figure A.55: TE52 Amplitude against Segment 3 Height
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Figure A.56: TE52 Amplitude against Segment 4 Height
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A.15 Segment Height Effect on TM5 2  Mode Amplitude
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Figure A.57: TM 52 Amplitude against Segment 1 Height
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Figure A.58: TM 52 Amplitude against Segment 2 Height
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Figure A.59: TM 52 Amplitude against Segment 3 Height
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Figure A.60; TM 52 Amplitude against Segment 4 Height
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